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Abstract 

CRISPR/Cas9 is a powerful and versatile gene-editing tool. In this work we applied this tool to 

generate isogenic NPC1 hiPSC lines for disease modelling of Niemann-Pick type C disease. Our aim 

was to introduce a specific point mutation termed I1061T substitution, which occurs in exon 21 of the 

NPC1 gene. In order to do that the hiPSCs were transfected with a Cas9-GFP plasmid, an expression 

vector for the single-guide RNA (sgRNA) and a single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide (ssODN) to serve 

as the homology-directed repair (HDR) template. The template included the I1061T substitution and two 

blocking mutations located on the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), which is necessary for recognition 

by the CRISPR/Cas9 machinery. The blocking mutations were part of our strategy to increase the 

number of correctly-edited hiPSCs by reducing re-cutting by the Cas9. Out of the 62 clones that were 

successfully expanded only 3 showed mutations in the locus of interest, as determined by Sanger 

sequencing. Additionally, these 3 mutated clones did not incorporate the HDR template, but instead 

presented random mutations (indels), which is sign of DNA repair by non-homologous end joining 

(NHEJ). Of particular interest is a clone that presented a frameshift insertion which causes a premature 

stop of protein expression, as it might prove useful as an NPC1 knockout. Overall, the results obtained 

were not ideal, but we are confident that this work contributed to the advancement of future 

developments of NPC human disease modelling. 

 

Keywords: CRISPR/Cas9; gene-editing; homology-directed repair; human induced pluripotent stem 

cells; NPC1; disease modelling.  
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Resumo 

CRISPR/Cas9 é uma ferramenta poderosa e versátil para edição genética. Neste trabalho, esta 

ferramenta foi aplicada para gerar linhas de NPC1 isogénicas para modelar a doença de Niemann-Pick 

tipo C (NPC) a partir de células humanas pluripotentes induzidas (hiPSCs). O objetivo era introduzir 

uma mutação específica chamada de substituição I1061T, que ocorre no exão 21 do gene NPC1. Para 

tal, as hiPSCs foram transfetadas com um plasmídeo Cas9-GFP, um vetor de expressão do RNA guia 

e um oligonucleótido para servir como molde para reparação por recombinação homóloga (HDR). O 

molde inclui a substituição I1061T e duas mutações de bloqueio localizadas no motivo adjacente ao 

protoespaçador (PAM), que é necessário para o reconhecimento pelo sistema CRISPR/Cas9. As 

mutações de bloqueio integram a nossa estratégia para aumentar o número de hiPSCs corretamente 

editados ao reduzir reedições pela Cas9. Dos 62 clones que foram expandidos com sucesso, apenas 

3 tinham mutações no locus de interesse segundo a análise feita por sequenciação pelo método de 

Sanger. Adicionalmente, nenhum destes 3 clones incorporou o molde de HDR, apresentando antes 

mutações aleatórias resultantes de reparação por união de extremidades não-homólogas (NHEJ). De 

especial interesse é um clone com uma mutação que causa um final prematuro da expressão proteica 

e que poderá ser útil como um nocaute de NPC1. No geral, os resultados obtidos não foram ideais, 

mas estamos confiantes que o trabalho realizado contribuiu para o avanço de futuros desenvolvimentos 

na modelação da doença de NPC em humanos. 

 

Palavras-chave: CRISPR/Cas9; edição genética; reparação por recombinação homóloga; células 

humanas pluripotentes induzidas; NPC1; modelação de doenças. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Context 

1.1.1. Niemann-Pick disease type C  

Niemann-Pick disease type C (NPC) is a rare lysosomal storage disease (LSD) that is mainly 

associated with an abnormal accumulation of cholesterol and glycolipids in late endosomes/lysosomes. 

This accumulation disrupts cholesterol homeostasis inside the cells, leading to metabolic malfunctioning 

and, eventually, cell death, which is particularly prominent in the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum.1–3 

NPC is characterized by a fatal progressive neurodegeneration while possessing a wide variety of 

clinical symptoms, for which there is still a lack of efficient treatments. At a systemic level, the disease 

can cause splenomegaly or hepatomegaly, while at a neurological level, the patients can suffer from an 

array of disorders including cerebellar ataxia, dystonia and dementia.4 Although the prevalence of NPC 

is only of approximately 1:150,0002, the burden it causes on the diseased and their families is 

tremendous, especially due to the neurodegenerative aspect of the disease. 

While the mechanisms of the disease are still not fully comprehended, NPC is known to be an 

autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutations in the NPC1 or NPC2 genes. The clinical and 

biochemical phenotypes associated to mutations in either of these genes are identical. Nonetheless, 

most of the NPC patients (around 95%) present mutations in the NPC1 locus, which is why most of the 

research is focused in the study of this particular gene.1,2 

The NPC1 gene is located on chromosome 18 (mapped to 18q11.2 position) and contains 25 exons. 

It codes for a large transmembrane protein (NPC1), with a total of 1278 amino acids, which possesses 

13 transmembrane helices, a sterol-sensing domain and 3 luminal domains: the N-terminus domain 

(NTD), the middle luminal domain and the C-terminal domain (CTD) (Figure 1).5–7 Over one third of 

NPC1 mutations are located in the cysteine-rich CTD, which appears to play an important role in 

cholesterol transport by interacting with the NTD.2,7 

NPC1 is mostly found on lysosomal and endosomal membranes and although its specific function 

has not been fully defined, it does play a critical role in intracellular cholesterol and lipid trafficking, which 

ties in to how its dysfunction results in the accumulation of such molecules in late endosomal/lysosomal 

compartments.1,2 Furthermore, NPC1 appears to also play a vital role in Ebola virus infection, marking 

it as a potential target for therapeutic strategies.8 
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Figure 1 ‒ Overview of the domains and loops of the NPC1 protein. Adapted from Lu et al.9 

One particularly frequent NPC1 mutation, present in around 14% of disease alleles10, is the I1061T 

substitution, which is located in exon 21 and affects the CTD of NPC1. As its name suggests, this 

missense mutation replaces the isoleucine in position 1061 of the amino acid chain of NPC1 with a 

threonine. This substitution is the result of a single-nucleotide polymorphism located on the second 

nucleotide of the respective codon, which changes from ATA to ACA. The mutant NPC1 protein ends up 

being degraded, most likely due to protein misfolding, leading to a dysfunction of the metabolic pathways 

NPC1 is involved in.11,12 

Currently, several models of NPC have been developed, including murine and pharmacological 

models.2 Even though these models have proven useful for the study of the disease, they fall short from 

accurately mimicking its form in humans. Thus, to further our understanding of the disease mechanisms 

of NPC in humans, it is essential to perform disease modeling using human cells, which is where stem 

cells come into the picture as the most viable alternative for such aims. 

1.1.2. The potential of stem cells 

Stem cells are unspecialized cells with the ability to self-renew through cell division or to differentiate 

into cells from various tissues. That is to say that when a stem cell divides it can either retain its 

undifferentiated state or differentiate into a more specialized cell type. Their self-renewal capacity allows 

them to multiply indefinitely, which is very useful for in vitro experimentation. Stem cell research is 

already a prominent field of bioengineering with many potential applications, including regenerative 

medicine, disease modeling, drug screening and developmental biology.13,14 

Despite their promise, there are some technical hurdles related to prolonged stem cell expansion or 

differentiation that must be overcome before stem cells can be widely used in cell-based therapies. 

Mostly because stem cells are very sensitive and their culture environments have to be thoroughly 

controlled for the cells to maintain their differentiation potential or to differentiate towards a specific cell 

line. 13,14 

Cysteine-rich Loop 

I1061T mutation 
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Stem cells can be classified based on their differentiation potential, ranging from totipotent to 

unipotent. Totipotent cells, such as the zygote and the first blastomeres of the mammalian embryo, can 

give rise to every cell type that is necessary to constitute an organism, including embryonic and extra-

embryonic tissues (e.g. placenta), but they cannot self-renew. The descendants of these cells are the 

pluripotent stem cells (PSCs), which also have a great differentiation potential, as they can also 

differentiate into any cell type derived from the three embryonic germ layers (i.e. endoderm, ectoderm 

and mesoderm). Given that there is only a handful of totipotent cells in a given organism, these cells are 

not widely used in research.13,15 

On the other hand, PSCs are invaluable for stem cell research due to their differentiation potential 

and larger availability, although not that large overall. The main source for PSCs is the inner cell mass 

of the blastocyst, which are known as embryonic stem cells (ESCs).15 However, in 2006 Yamanaka and 

his team discovered that it was possible to reverse engineer the differentiation process and generate 

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) by culturing somatic cells in the presence of a defined set of 

reprogramming factors.16 These first iPSCs were of murine origin, but only one year after there were 

already cases of successful reprogramming of human somatic cells, namely fibroblasts, to produce 

human iPSCs (hiPSCs).17,18 

While research using human ESCs was and still is hindered by the ethical controversy surrounding 

the necessity to destroy or manipulate human embryos in order to obtain these cells19,20, the possibility 

of producing hiPSCs overcame this problematic ethical obstacle. In this way, hiPSCs opened up a more 

viable path for stem cell research in humans, including the use of these cells to generate various disease 

models. 

1.1.3. Disease modeling from hiPSCs 

There are essentially two approaches by which it is possible to generate disease models from 

hiPSCs. The first approach would be to use patient-specific hiPSCs derived from somatic cells of the 

patient with a certain genetic disease. Following the successful reprogramming, gene-editing tools can 

be used to correct the disease-causing mutations, generating healthy cells to be used as control or in 

cell-based therapies.17,18 This approach is very useful when the disease in question presents a very 

complex genotype or when the disease-causing mutations are still unknown. The alternative approach 

is to use gene-editing techniques to introduce the disease-causing mutations into the genome of healthy 

cells, which is particularly straightforward for modeling monogenic diseases.  

The hiPSC lines with the disease genotype can then be differentiated into the relevant cell types for 

phenotypical analysis. By doing so in parallel with the differentiation of healthy cells from the same 

hiPSC line and under the same conditions, the differences that are evidenced can be directly attributed 

to the disease-causing mutations, resulting in a defined and robust disease model. Nonetheless, for the 

disease model to be valid, the gene-editing must be done in a way that it generates isogenic clones with 

the intended mutations or corrections only, which can be a challenging task.21,22 
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On the topic of hiPSC differentiation, or PSCs in general, the in vitro culture system can be comprised 

of a monolayer of cells seeded on an adherent surface (i.e. a 2D culture system) or it can be a 3D culture 

system comprised of cells in suspension or in a scaffold, which results in the formation of stem cell 

aggregates known as embryoid bodies (EBs). From both culture systems, it is possible to generate cells 

from each of the three germ layers, but due to the 3D structure of EBs, they are able to better recapitulate 

early stages of embryonic development as it occurs in vivo. 

Additionally, 3D culture systems are inherently more scalable than monolayer systems, which gives 

them an advantage for high throughput studies and clinical applications that require a higher cell yield. 

Nonetheless, there are several disadvantages to culturing cells in aggregates in comparison with the 

monolayer system, including lower homogeneity in the distribution of oxygen, nutrients and other factors 

to the cells and difficulty in observing the cells in culture. Despite being more faithful in mimicking the in 

vivo differentiation of stem cells than a monolayer, EBs still differentiate into very heterogeneous and 

unorganized structures.23 

However, by controlling the differentiation process it is possible to generate organoids, which are 

structures composed of organ-specific tissues that closely resemble the organization of actual organs. 

The first step towards organoid formation is the addition of specific growth and patterning factors into 

the culture medium in a way that mimics the in vivo development of the organ precursor tissues. From 

there the 3D culture system allows the tissues to self-organize through cell sorting out and spatial 

lineage commitment (Figure 2).24 The final product is a miniature mature replica of an organ that 

recapitulates what occurs in the in vivo organ development, namely in terms of the interactions between 

different tissues. 

 

Figure 2 ‒ Overview of organoid formation. Adapted from Lancaster et al.24 

There are still several technical issues that affect 3D culture systems, such as low reproducibility and 

higher costs, which in time could be overcome by the advancement of technology. Nevertheless, 

organoids provide a very robust template for disease modeling given how they are able to aptly mimic 

the complexities of the natural environment like no other in vitro structure can.25 
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It is important to note that a protocol to generate cerebellar organoids from hiPSCs has been 

developed and successfully implemented in our lab, using the two cell lines that were also used in this 

work. By applying this protocol on correctly edited NPC1 hiPSC lines, we would be able to create a 

robust and novel disease model for NPC that would allow a more in-depth and precise analysis of the 

disease phenotype in the human cerebellum, which is known to be greatly affected by it.2 This motivated 

the generation of hiPSCs carrying the previously described I1061T mutation using a powerful gene-

editing tool. 

1.1.4. Gene-editing with CRISPR/Cas9 

In Bacteria and Archaea, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 

(CRIPSR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas) systems constitute part of their adaptive immune response against 

invading genetic elements. Thus, CRISPR functions as a library of DNA sequences from viruses or 

foreign plasmids. Each protospacer sequence (i.e. each segment of viral or foreign plasmid DNA) is 

separated from the next by a short palindromic sequence. That way, whenever a virus or foreign plasmid 

recurrently invades a cell, its CRISPR system will recognize it by homology with the logged DNA 

sequence and effectively target it for cleavage by the Cas nuclease.26,27  

The gene-targeting and DNA cleavage properties of CRIPSR/Cas system caught the attention of 

several research groups that began attempting to harness them for gene-editing purposes. Through 

their efforts, the CRISPR/Cas immune system was successfully re-engineered as a genome editing 

tool.28 Currently, it is possible to introduce specific genomic DNA cuts with CRISPR in eukaryotic cells, 

by directing the Cas nuclease towards those specific locus using only short RNAs, which can be easily 

designed and synthesized to match the needs of the experiment.29–32 

The most widely used CRISPR/Cas system for gene-editing is the type II CRISPR/Cas system, also 

known as CRISPR/Cas9, which has been adapted from Streptococcus pyogenes to introduce 

sequence-specific double-stranded breaks (DSBs) in genomic DNA.31 Besides the Cas9 nuclease, 

which is responsible for the DNA cleavage, the system includes two noncoding CRIPSR RNAs 

(crRNAs), one of which possesses the protospacer sequences homologous to the target loci and 

another which is required for Cas-binding. Together, the two crRNAs form an RNA complex which binds 

to the Cas9 and directs it towards the targeted locus. However, they can also be synthesized or 

expressed together as a single guide RNA (sgRNA), bypassing some of the required RNA processing 

without diminishing their efficiency.33  

Upon being guided towards the target locus, which occurs through RNA-DNA pairing of the sgRNA 

protospacer, Cas nucleases require the presence of a protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) in order to 

cleave the DNA. In the case of Cas9, the PAM is an NGG trinucleotide located on the non-

complementary DNA strand (i.e. the strand that has the same sequence as the sgRNA) and immediately 

downstream of the target site. The nuclease induces a DSB precisely 3 bp upstream of the PAM.27  

The requirement of a PAM sequence limits the genomic loci that can be targeted, but it is not very 

significant as it only restricts the target sites to approximately every 8 bp in the human genome, due to 
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the frequency of occurrence of ‘NGG’ motifs. Furthermore, several Cas9 variants have already been 

engineered to recognize different PAM sequences that can be used as alternatives.31,32 

Another concern regarding CRISPR/Cas9 is the off-target activity of the nuclease, which leads to 

unwanted mutations throughout the genome. These occurrences can be minimized by designing an 

sgRNA with high specificity to the target locus and low predicted off-target activity.34 Nonetheless, it is 

always important to keep the possibility of off-target mutations in mind and to check for them, especially 

when trying to generate isogenic cell colonies.  

Following DNA cleavage, the DNA repair mechanisms come into play, of which there are primarily 

two: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homology-directed repair (HDR) (Figure 3). The most 

frequent repair pathway is NHEJ, which does not require a large donor DNA template in order to re-

attach the loose DNA ends. NHEJ usually results in random insertions, deletions or substitutions, known 

as indels, which can be useful in terms of genome editing, as those indels may cause changes in gene 

expression or even a frameshift that results in a premature end of protein translation, potentially silencing 

that gene entirely. However, this repair mechanism cannot be utilized for more precise gene-editing 

experiments that require specific sequence changes, as the resultant mutations are random and cannot 

be influenced.35 

For precise gene-editing applications, the repair mechanism that comes in handy is HDR, because 

it allows specific modifications to be introduced into a genome without producing any undesired 

mutations. In order to work, HDR requires a donor DNA template with sequence homologous to the 

region surrounding the DNA break. The sequence of the HDR template does not have to be completely 

homologous for the repair to take place, which allows for the inclusion of specific changes to the template 

in the desired positions, which will be incorporated into the locus during its repair. An HDR template can 

be synthesized as a plasmid DNA, a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) fragment or a smaller single-

stranded oligodeoxynucleotide (ssODN), and can be co-transfected with the other CRISPR/Cas9 

components.36,37 

 

Figure 3 ‒ Overview of the CRISPR/Cas9 complex and the DNA repair mechanisms that follow the DSB induced 
by it. Adapted from Addgene’s post on “CRISPR History and Development for Genome Engineering”.  
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The low efficiency of HDR compared to NHEJ is a limitation of using CRISPR/Cas9 for precise 

genome editing, but there are strategies that can be employed to improve its efficiency, which include 

optimization of HDR template design, cell cycle manipulations and the use of NHEJ inhibitors.38,39  

Unlike other genome editing tools, such as transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) 

or zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), the programming of the CRISPR/Cas9 system does not require the 

design and synthesis of a new nuclease for each specific locus being targeted for editing. CRISPR/Cas9 

editing can be programmed to target most genes by simply changing the respective portion of the sgRNA 

to match the sequence of the targeted locus, making it a very versatile, scalable and easily 

programmable alternative for gene-editing.40–42 On top of this, its successful applicability in human cells 

puts it forth as a favorable tool for most genome editing applications, including the creation of human 

disease models.43,44 

1.2. Motivation and research objectives 

The main objective of this work is the generation of hiPSC lines with the intended NPC1 mutation, 

known as I1061T substitution. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to devise a reliable strategy for the 

gene-editing and to optimize the methods used for this application, particularly the transfection methods. 

The hiPSC lines must be isogenic and be genotyped to confirm the correct incorporation of the 

mutation. Mutations other than intended mutation, but that are found within the region of interest, are 

also relevant as they may prove useful in the study of protein function and of the disease itself. These 

random mutations have to be verified and well defined. 

Achieving the objectives of this work would open up the possibility of differentiation of the generated 

NPC1 hiPSCs into mature cerebellar organoids as accurate models of the disease in the human 

cerebellum, which motivated this work. From there, functional and phenotypic assessments could be 

performed on those tissues to study the pathological mechanisms of the disease, as well as drug 

screenings for discovery of novel therapeutic agents. 

1.3. Research methodology 

To achieve the goal of this work gene-editing was performed using the CRISPR/Cas9 system, which 

has emerged as an affordable and versatile tool for genome editing. Besides the financial factors, other 

gene-editing tools, such as zinc-finger nucleases (ZFN) or transcription activator-like effector nucleases 

(TALENs), are more laborious to design, as mentioned earlier.40 

The CRISPR/Cas9 complex used here consists of a Cas9 nuclease and an sgRNA, which were 

expressed using two smaller vectors that were transfected separately to increase transfection 

efficiency.45 The downside of this approach is that only the Cas9 plasmid co-expressed green 

fluorescent protein (GFP), which led to a less transparent counting and sorting of the cells, since positive 

cells were not guaranteed to have incorporated both plasmids. 
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The Cas9 is responsible for introducing the DSB in the DNA, while the sgRNA was designed to direct 

the nuclease towards the targeted site, by hybridizing with the homologous DNA sequence of the locus 

of interest. The proximity of the DSB to the intended mutation site influences the zygosity of the 

mutation45, which is why the sgRNA was designed to be as close as possible to the site where we 

intended to introduce the mutation. Besides that, a high on-target and low off-target activity were the 

major deciding factors in sgRNA design. Finally, the selected expression sgRNA vector already 

contained the invariable portions corresponding to the sgRNA scaffold. 

Since the goal of this work is to induce the I1061T substitution, which is a precise sequence change 

on a specific position in the genome, it is essential to resort to HDR, as this is the only DNA repair 

mechanism that can be manipulated to that effect. Unfortunately, the frequency of use of this mechanism 

by the cells is very low when compared to NHEJ, which is not compatible with the type of gene-editing 

required. To make up for this shortcoming, it is vital that the efficiency of HDR be improved.  

One of the main problems regarding the accuracy of the gene-editing with CRISPR/Cas9 is that, in 

most cases, the targeted locus can be detected more than once by the CRISPR/Cas9 complex even 

after being edited in the intended way (Figure 4). This means that even if a genome is correctly edited 

by HDR it most likely will be re-cut by the Cas9 and re-edited by NHEJ, resulting in a corruption of these 

mutants with undesired indels. To prevent that from happening, measures have to be taken in order to 

disrupt the detection of the target locus by the editing complex after the correct substitution has been 

made. 

 

Figure 4 ‒ Overview of how the accuracy of HDR is compromised by re-editing by the CRIPSR/Cas9 complex. 
Adapted from Kwart et al.45 

To that end, a strategy was implemented based on the framework defined by Kwart et al.45 named 

CORRECT, which is short for consecutive re-guide or re-Cas steps to erase CRISPR/Cas-blocked 

targets. This strategy consists on introducing Cas-blocking mutations in the PAM, so that the cut site is 

no longer recognized by the Cas9 effectively preventing re-cutting and re-editing of correctly mutated 

cells. These blocking-mutations are introduced in the HDR template along with the intended mutation to 

be simultaneously incorporated into the target locus. The blocking-mutations can also be introduced in 

the region homologous to the sgRNA so that it becomes unrecognizable by it. However the latter 

approach has proven to have a more variable efficiency than blocking the PAM.36 
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CORRECT also includes an additional round of gene-editing through HDR using a different nuclease 

to remove the blocking-mutations. This allows the generation of scarless gene edited cell lines with only 

the mutation of interest. However, this second round of gene-editing further reduces the overall efficiency 

and it also involves an additional time-consuming workload that might not be necessary. In our particular 

case the intended mutation lies within the coding region of NPC1, so the design of sgRNAs and of the 

respective blocking-mutations had to be done in a way that it introduced only silent mutations that would 

also not disturb any splicing events, avoiding the need of having to do a second round of gene-editing 

to remove these mutations. 

The design choices of the HDR template and the choice of vector for sgRNA expression were both 

based on the guidelines given by the same protocol45 in an effort to achieve similar results. The delivery 

of the DNA constructs necessary for the gene-editing (i.e. the Cas9-GFP plasmid, the sgRNA plasmid 

and the HDR template) was done by electroporation and lipofection. Clonal isolation of transfected 

hiPSCs was done by fluorescence-activated cell sorting and the clones were expanded in isolation to 

maintain isogenicity of the colonies until they were ready for genotypic analysis by sequencing (Figure 

5). The correct implementation of this methodology should yield isogenic NPC1 clones with the I1061T 

mutation.  

 

 

Figure 5 ‒ Methodology overview. Adapted from Thermo Scientific’s “Pluripotent Stem Cell Resource Handbook”. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Cell culture 

Every procedure requiring direct exposure of cells in culture to the atmosphere was performed inside 

a laminar flow hood to avoid contamination of the samples. The same is true for any material or reagent 

that came into contact with the cells in culture. Before placing these materials or reagents inside the 

hood they were disinfected using 70% ethanol (EtOH). 

2.1.1. hiPSC maintenance 

The cells used in this work were hiPSCs from two different cell lines: iPSC6.2 (Human Episomal 

iPSC line, Gibco®) and F002.1A.13 (TCLab, Portugal). These cells were cultured on Matrigel® 

(Corning®)-coated plates (Corning®) with mTeSR™1 medium (StemCell Technologies). Prior to the 

coating of the wells, Matrigel® was thawed on ice and diluted 1:100 by chilled Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 

Medium (DMEM, Gibco®). Matrigel®-coated plates were stored at 4 °C for at least an overnight period 

before being used. Cells were grown in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C and with CO2 levels of 5%. Medium 

was changed daily. The cells in culture were routinely monitored by microscopic observation using a 

Leica DM2500 (Leica Microsystems) microscope. 

2.1.2. hiPSC freezing 

First, the wells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 1x), followed by an incubation of 

the cells in 0.5 mM EDTA dissociation buffer (Life Technologies) at room temperature (RT) for 4 – 5 

minutes, which allowed for the EDTA to take effect in destroying the connections between the cells and 

the matrix at the bottom of the well. After, the EDTA was discarded and the cells were mechanically 

detached by dispensing washing medium 3 – 4 times on the top of each well with the plate tilted and 

repeating it from the other side of the wells, by inverting the plate horizontally. It was important not to 

overdo this step since iPSCs do not survive as single cells and refluxing the cells up and down the 

pipette could cause the cell clumps to disperse. 

The cells were transferred to Falcon® tubes and centrifuged for 4 – 5 minutes at 1000 rpm in a 

benchtop centrifuge (Eppendorf™ 5810 R), after which the supernatant was discarded and the pellets 

resuspended in a freezing solution of 10 % Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich®) in KnockOut 

Serum Replacement (KSR, Life Technologies). Finally, the cell suspension was transferred to pre-

labeled 1.5 mL cryopreservation vials (Nunc Millipore), which were placed in a freezing container, known 

as Mr. Frosty™ (Thermo Scientific™) and stored at – 80 °C in an ultra-low temperature freezer. Mr. 

Frosty™ has a cooling rate of 1 °C/minute, which is essential for the successful cryopreservation of 

cells. It is also worth mentioning that DMSO is toxic to the cells at RT, thus the resuspension and storage 

steps were performed swiftly. 24 hours after the cells were frozen at – 80 °C they would be transferred 

to a liquid nitrogen container, where their preservation is assured for longer periods of time. 
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Freezing solution composition (per 1.5 mL cryopreservation vial): 

 25 µL of DMSO 

 225 µL of KSR 

Washing medium composition (for a final volume of approximately 1 L): 

 12 g of DMEM/F-12 powder (Thermo Scientific™) 

 2.4 g of NaHCO3 

 10 mL of Penicillin Streptomycin (Pen/Strep, Sigma-Aldrich®) 

 10 mL of MEM Amino Acid solution (Thermo Scientific™) 

 100 mL of KSR 

 900 mL of nuclease-free H2O 

2.1.3. hiPSC thawing 

The vials containing the frozen hiPSCs were taken out of the - 80 °C freezer or of the liquid nitrogen 

storage and briefly warmed up in a 37 °C water bath. When the cells were almost completely thawed, 

they were carefully resuspended in pre-warmed washing medium (see 2.1.2 for composition) and 

transferred to a Falcon® tubes and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 3 – 4 minutes in a benchtop centrifuge. 

After, the supernatant was carefully discarded and the cell pellet resuspended in mTeSR™1. The 

solution was homogenized, by slowly pipetting up and down a few times, and it was distributed between 

wells pre-coated with Matrigel®. The plates were gently shaken in a cross-like motion to uniformly 

distribute the cells across each well and placed in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C, undisturbed for at least an 

overnight period to allow the cells to adhere. 

2.1.4. hiPSC passaging 

Cultured cells were passaged whenever they reached a confluency of approximately 80%, which 

usually took 3 – 4 days from the day of thawing or from the previous passage. Passaging of cells consists 

on transferring them from one culture recipient to another in order to increase the surface area available 

for the cells to grow more freely. 

Similar to what was described in section 2.1.2, the wells were washed with PBS followed by 

incubation of the cells in 0.5 mM EDTA dissociation buffer at RT for 4 – 5 minutes. Following this, the 

EDTA was discarded and the cells were mechanically detached with mTeSR™1 and transferred to 

Falcon® tubes. Additional mTeSR™1 was added to the tubes up to the intended volume that was then 

distributed among the wells pre-coated with Matrigel®. The plates were gently shaken in a cross-like 

motion to uniformly distribute the cells across each well and placed in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C, 

undisturbed for at least an overnight period to allow the cells to adhere. 
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2.1.5. Single-cell dissociation 

Before counting, the medium of the hiPSCs was changed to mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 µM 

ROCK inhibitor (ROCKi, Y-27632, StemCell Technologies) and they were incubated at 37 °C for at least 

one hour. After that, the wells were washed with PBS and the cells were incubated in Accutase® cell 

detachment solution (StemCell Technologies) at 37 °C for 7 minutes to accelerate the process. Following 

this, the Accutase® was gently pipetted up and down the wells to detach all the cells and transferred to 

Falcon® tubes containing two volumes of washing medium (see 2.1.2 for composition) to neutralize it. 

The tubes were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 4 – 5 minutes in a benchtop centrifuge and the supernatant 

was discarded. The cell pellets were resuspended in mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi. 

2.1.6. Manual cell counting  

Manual cell counting was done using a hemocytometer (LW Scientific), which a glass device with 

engraved grids that facilitate cell-counting on a microscope. In a 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tube, 10 µL of 

single-cell suspension (see 2.1.5) was well mixed with 20 – 100 µL of Trypan Blue (Thermo Scientific™), 

which is a stain for dead cells. Then, 10 µL of this mixture were pipetted onto the hemocytometer and 

the unstained live cells were counted on at least 3 quadrants. An estimate of cell density per milliliter of 

suspension was calculated by multiplying the average number of live cells per quadrant by the dilution 

factor in Trypan Blue and by 104 to account for the dimensions of the hemocytometer.  

2.1.7. Electroporation 

Electroporation is a mechanical transfection method that consists on generating an electrical field on 

the surface of cells which increases the permeability of the membrane by opening up pores which allow 

nucleic acids present in the medium to enter the cells.46  

The Neon® transfection system (Invitrogen™) uses a unique technique where the tip of a plug-in 

pipette serves as the electroporation chamber (Figure 6). For this work, the Neon® transfection system 

100 µL kit was used, which included specialized 100 µL pipette tips, electroporation tubes, a 

resuspension buffer (Buffer R) and an electrolytic conductive buffer (Buffer E2). 
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Figure 6 – Neon® transfection system device and kit. 

Medium was changed to mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi and the cells were incubated 

at 37 °C for at least one hour prior to their collection for electroporation. After, the cells were detached 

with Accutase®, counted (see 2.1.5), and the estimated volumes containing the desired number cells 

were transferred to separate 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes (one per condition).  

The tubes were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes in a microcentrifuge (Eppendorf™ 5418 R) 

and the supernatants carefully removed with a pipette. Each cell pellet was then resuspended in 100 µL 

of Buffer R and the DNA constructs were added to each designated tube. The tubes were placed on ice, 

along with an electroporation tube with 3 mL of Buffer E2 and with additional 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes 

(one per condition) with 1 mL of mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi  for collection of the 

electroporated cells. 

The Neon® tube was plugged into the equipment and a sample was carefully aspirated using the 

Neon® pipette with a 100 µL tip, which was in turn plugged into the electroporation tube until the tip was 

submersed in Buffer E2. The aspiration of samples was a particularly delicate step, because no bubbles 

could be formed inside the tip as this would cause surface warping and uneven voltage distribution 

during the electroporation, leading to high post-transfection mortality. After a sample was loaded, the 

selected electroporation was performed and the electroporated cells were pipetted into the designated 

collection tube. Finally, each volume of transfected cells in mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi 

was divided between 2 wells of a 6-well plate, pre-coated with Matrigel®, and an additional 500 µL of 

pre-warmed mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi was added to each well. The plate was placed 

in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C and was kept undisturbed for 48 hours. 

2.1.8. Lipofection 

Lipofection is a biochemical transfection method that consists on creating DNA-lipid complexes by 

electrostatic interaction between cationic lipids and the negatively charged DNA molecules. These 

complexes are then internalized by the cells and the DNA released into the cytosol (Figure 7).46 
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Figure 7 ‒ Overview of lipofection. Adapted from https://www.biontex.com/en/transfection/ 

The method was performed using Lipofectamine® 3000 reagent (Invitrogen™) and following their 

guidelines for the transfection protocol. This biochemical method was simple to implement and did not 

require the use of any special equipment. 

One day before the transfection the cultured cells were collected with Accutase®, counted (see 2.1.5) 

and replated in wells pre-coated with Matrigel®, so that each well had the desired amount of cells. For 

that, the estimated volume of cells in suspension was distributed accordingly and further diluted in 

mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi up until the desired volume of medium. The plates were 

gently shaken in a cross-like motion to uniformly distribute the cells across each well and placed in a 

CO2 incubator at 37 °C, undisturbed for 24 hours to allow the cells to adhere. 

The following day, the DNA-lipid complexes were prepared in 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes:  

 Tube A: Lipofectamine® 3000 reagent diluted in Opti-MEM medium (Gibco®) 

 Tube B: P3000 reagent and DNA constructs diluted in Opti-MEM medium 

After a brief incubation of the mixtures at RT for 5 minutes, the contents of tube B were added to 

tube A, drop by drop. The tube was gently flicked and then incubated at RT for another 10 – 15 minutes 

to allow the DNA-lipid complexes to be properly formed. Finally, the complexes were slowly added to 

the cells and distributed across the wells by gently shaking the plates, which were place in a CO2
 

incubator at 37 °C for 48 hours with no medium change. 

In addition to the standard procedure described previously, another strategy was used during the 

gene-editing step, based on the work of a colleague that consisted on two main modifications: 

1. Incubating the cells at 37 °C in mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 µM ROCKi 1 – 2 hours 

before adding the DNA-lipid complexes to the cells. 

2. “Cold shocking” the cells by incubating them at 32 °C for 48 hours after adding the DNA-lipid 

complexes to the cells, brought about by Guo et al.47 as a mechanism for increasing the 

frequency of HDR. After the prolonged “cold shock” the medium would be changed and the 

cells were incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours to allow them to expand before cell sorting. 
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2.1.9. Flow cytometry 

Flow cytometry uses a laser system to measure or detect certain features of cells passing through a 

nozzle. In this work, flow cytometry was used for automated cell counting and fluorescence-activated 

cell sorting (FACS) of transfected cells. The fluorescent marker used for positive cell counting and cell 

sorting was GFP, which was co-expressed with the Cas9. Thus, GFP-positive cells were known to have 

been successfully transfected with the Cas9-GFP plasmid, which allowed for estimations of transfection 

efficiency based on the automated cell counting.  

For the flow cytometry to work, the cell populations must be in single-cell suspension, so the cells 

had to be detached using Accutase® (see 2.1.5). After collecting and centrifuging the cells, pellets were 

resuspended in 400 µL of mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi and the single-cell suspensions 

were filtered to pre-labeled FACS tubes (Falcon®) using a 70 µm cell strainer (Falcon®). Tubes 

containing cells for FACS were sealed with Parafilm® (Sigma-Aldrich®). 

2.1.9.1. Automated cell counting 

Automated cell counting was performed on BD Accuri™ C6 (BD Biosciences). This method was used 

to assess the transfection efficiency of the different transfection methods and conditions. Using the 

prepared samples, the equipment was handled by a technician, who defined the populations of dead, 

alive and fluorescent cells and proceeded with the automated cell counting of each. After the results 

were obtained, the samples were discarded. 

2.1.9.2. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting 

FACS uses flow cytometry to detect the fluorescence of certain markers (i.e. proteins) present in live 

cells and isolate them from cells with no fluorescence. The equipment used for this method was the BD 

FACSAria III (BD Biosciences) cell sorter, which was installed inside a laminar flow hood to prevent 

contamination of the samples. 

The sorting of fluorescently labeled cells was done using the GFP co-expressed with Cas9, but since 

the sgRNA plasmid and the ssODN were transfected separately and contained no markers, the 

expression of GFP was not a precise indication of overall success of the co-transfection. Nonetheless, 

it was a very useful tool for obtaining a purified population of cells before expansion. 

Using the prepared samples, the FACS was performed by a technician, who handled the software to 

define the populations and the parameters of the run, which included the degree of purity of the sorted 

population and the method of collection of the cells. The degree of purity refers to the leniency with 

which the system sorts cells that are passing through the fluorescence detector simultaneously. It goes 

from “Yield”, in which all cells that are passing through the detector are collected if there is at least one 

positive cell among them, to “4-way purity”, in which only positive cells that are totally isolated when 

passing through the detector are collected. 

Sorted cells were collected in FACS tubes pre-filled with 400 µL of mTeSR™1 supplemented with 

10 μM ROCKi and swiftly replated in wells of 6-well plates pre-coated with Matrigel® and filled with 1 mL 
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of pre-warmed mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 μM ROCKi. Approximately 6 x 103 cells were plated 

per well, which was well below the usual seeding density for a 6-well plate, to allow each single cell to 

form its own isolated isogenic colony. The plate was placed in a CO2
 incubator at 37 °C for 48 hours. 

2.1.10. Colony growth and picking 

The first step in order to obtain isogenic colonies was to maintain the sorted cells, which was done 

by changing half the medium at 48 hours after the FACS and by changing it daily from that moment on. 

ROCKi was removed from the culture medium 3 – 4 days after the sorting. About 10 days after the cell 

sorting, the cells would have formed isogenic colonies that were sufficiently large to be individually 

picked for further expansion in separate wells. 

The process of manually picking isolated colonies from a 6-well plate was done using a smart 

fluorescent cell analyzer – JuLI™ (NanoEntek). Colony picking requires removing the lid of the culture 

plate, which exposes the cells in culture to the atmosphere, thus it was essential to preform it inside a 

laminar flow hood. Fortunately, this was made possible since JuLI™ is compact and light enough to be 

safely transported to and set up inside the laminar flow hood. 

Besides the regular white light for the standard visualization of microscopic samples, this equipment 

possesses a blue LED light with excitation at 488 nm and emission at 520 nm, which allows for the 

visualization of GFP present in the samples. Additionally, JuLI™ has a built-in camera that transmits the 

captured image to a display LCD (Figure 8), which is more practical for this purpose than having to look 

through the ocular lens of a regular microscope. 

 

Figure 8 ‒ Front (left) and rear (right) views of JuLI™ smart fluorescent cell analyzer. 

Prior to the picking of colonies the cell medium was changed to mTeSR™1 supplemented with 10 

μM ROCKi and the cells were incubated at 37 °C for 1 – 2 hours. After placing the culture plate on the 

platform of the microscope, the LED light was used to detect bright spots on the well, which indicated 

the presence of a colony in that spot. With the camera centered on a selected colony, the plate and 

pipette were positioned to achieve an optimal setup for picking. After switching to the white light, one 

hand was used to hold the plate in position and the other to hold and move the pipette in order to scrape 
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the colony with the tip. Simultaneously, the pipette plunger was slowly released so that the cells that 

were being scraped off were aspirated. After the colony had been picked it was pipetted into a well of 

48 well-plate pre-coated with Matrigel® and filled with 200 µL of pre-warmed mTeSR™1 supplemented 

with 10 μM ROCKi. The pipetting was done with a few up-and-down motions to slightly triturate the cell 

colony for a better plating coverage of the well leading up to a more rapid colony expansion.  

Due to the amount of cell debris left in suspension as a result of the colony scraping, the medium of 

the well was changed after 10 colonies had been successively picked from the same well to avoid 

cross-contamination of the colonies. Moreover, every 30 minutes all plates were incubated at 37 °C for 

15 ‒ 30 minutes, to avoid stressing the cells at RT for too long. 

Finally, after all colonies had been picked, the cells were placed in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C for 48 

hours. A half-medium change was performed at 48 hours and from there the medium was changed daily. 

ROCKi was removed from the culture medium 3 – 4 days after the picking. 

2.1.11. Expansion of isogenic colonies 

The isolated isogenic hiPSC colonies were expanded for about 5 days until they were confluent 

enough to be passaged (see 2.1.4) from a well of a 48-well plate to a well of a 24-well plate, which 

corresponds to a 1:2 passaging. Not all colonies were passaged on the same day, since they all had 

different sizes and growing rates. Approximately 5 days after the previous passaging the colonies were 

passaged again and this time 1 well of the 24-well plate was passaged to 2 wells of a 12-well plate, 

which is the equivalent of a 1:4 passaging. For that reason, the cells had to be very confluent at the time 

of passaging (≥ 80% confluency). This splitting of the colonies was done so that one of the wells could 

be used for analysis of the colony by Sanger sequencing, while the cells from the remaining well could 

be cryopreserved at - 80 °C and later in liquid nitrogen (see 2.1.2). 

2.1.12. Collection of cultured cells for analysis 

The cells were incubated for 7 minutes at 37 °C in Accutase® and mechanically detached with a 

pipette. The cell suspension was then transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tube containing two volumes 

of PBS (1x) to deactivate the Accutase®. The tubes were centrifuged in a benchtop centrifuge at 

1000 rpm for 10 minutes and the supernatant discarded with a pipette. The cell pellets were immediately 

stored at - 20 °C. 

2.2. Bacterial culture 

The use of bacteria was essential for cloning and isolation of plasmid DNAs necessary to the project. 

The bacteria strain used was DH5α Escherichia coli (E. coli, Thermo Scientific™), which is a competent 

and efficient strain used for general cloning applications. All operations involving the exposure of 

bacteria to the atmosphere were performed under the flame of a Bunsen burner (Campingaz®). 
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2.2.1. Bacteria selection 

Ampicillin (Sigma-Aldrich®) was the antibiotic used for bacteria selection in liquid lysogeny broth (LB, 

Sigma-Aldrich®) or in solid LB Agar, as all the cloned DNA plasmids had a β-lactamase gene for 

ampicillin resistance. Medium preparation used ampicillin concentration of 100 μg/mL for both high-copy 

plasmids. Bacteria cultures in liquid medium were grown overnight at 37º C with 220 rpm shaking. 

Bacteria cultures on solid medium were grown overnight in a CO2
 incubator at 37º C. 

2.2.1. Glycerol storage 

For long-term storage of bacteria, 500 µL of fresh bacterial culture in LB would be mixed in a 1.5 mL 

Eppendorf™ tube with 500 µL of 30% (v/v) Glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich®), and immediately stored in an 

ultra-low temperature freezer at - 80 °C. These samples could be directly used for inoculation in liquid 

LB or for growth on LB Agar dishes, by simply scraping off some of the contents of the frozen vial with 

a plastic loop and diluting it in liquid LB or spreading it across an LB Agar dish, respectively. The glycerol 

vial was kept on ice at all times and returned to - 80 °C storage as soon as possible, to prevent the 

death of the remaining cells in the glycerol. 

2.2.2. Transformation of competent E. coli 

The DH5α E. coli cells were already available in the lab, stored in 7% (v/v) DMSO at - 80 °C. To 

ensure maximum competence of bacteria, all manipulations were performed on ice when possible. In 

sterile 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes, 5 – 10 µL of the plasmid DNA was added to 100 µL of the competent 

cell suspension, mixed by flicking and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. After, the cells were heat shocked 

by placing the tubes on a dry bath at 42 °C for 45 seconds, followed by a recovery period of 2 minutes 

on ice. The transformed cells were immediately used for cloning. 

2.2.3. Plasmid DNA cloning 

After transformation with the plasmid of interest, cells were diluted in 900 µL of LB and incubated at 

37 °C with 220 rpm shaking for 45 – 60 minutes. Following this, the tube was briefly centrifuged for 

15 – 30 seconds at 13000 rpm in a microcentrifuge, the supernatant was mostly discarded and the cell 

pellet resuspended with the remaining volume. The resuspended cells were transferred to a pre-heated 

LB Agar petri dish containing ampicillin for selection of the transformed bacteria. The cells were spread 

out across the dish using a sterile plastic loop to cover the whole surface. Finally, the cells were placed 

overnight in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C and would be ready for colony picking the next day. 

2.2.4. Picking individual colonies 

After overnight incubation of the bacteria at 37 °C, colonies would be present LB Agar dish in great 

number and be large enough for picking. At this point, the colonies could be picked at once or the dish 
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could be sealed with Parafilm® and stored in a fridge at 4 °C for up to 1 month for picking colonies at a 

later date. 

Using a pipette with a yellow tip or a sterile plastic loop, the selected colony was carefully scraped 

off of the LB Agar surface, avoiding touching any other colonies in the vicinity. The yellow tip or plastic 

loop was then discarded inside a test tube containing a pre-mixed volume of 3 mL of liquid LB with 

100 μg/mL of Ampicillin and the tube was swirled to dilute the cells. After covering the tube with a loose 

cotton plug or a similar sterilized fabric, in order to maintain an aerobic environment in the inoculation 

tube for proper cell growth, the cells were incubated at 37 °C with 220 rpm shaking overnight. 

2.3. DNA procedures 

2.3.1. DNA quantitation 

The quantitation of DNA samples was done using a NanoDrop™ 2000 (Thermo Scientific™) 

spectrophotometer. This equipment quantifies the DNA by measuring the absorption levels of a single 

1 – 2 µL drop taken from a sample, against a blank measurement using water. DNA molecules usually 

present a peak of absorption at around 260 nm and by measuring this value the spectrophotometer can 

calculate the concentration of DNA in the solution. Additionally, the purity of the DNA in the solution was 

evaluated by comparing the absorption level at 260 nm with the absorptions at 280 nm and 230 nm. 

2.3.2. Plasmid DNA preparation 

The extraction and purification of plasmid DNA from transformed E. coli was made using the 

NZYMiniprep kit from NZYTech. All centrifugations were carried out in a microcentrifuge. Cells were 

grown in liquid LB medium overnight (see 2.2.4), the cell suspension was transferred to one or more 

1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes and centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 30 seconds.  

Then, the supernatant was discarded and the cells were resuspended in 250 µL of A1 buffer through 

vigorous vortexing. Subsequently, 250 µL of lysis buffer A2 and 300 µL of neutralization buffer A3 were 

added to each tube. After the addition of each of these buffers, the tubes were inverted 6 – 8 times to 

mix the solution, but without vortexing as this could shear the chromosomic DNA and prevent it from 

being fully retained in the pellet during the next step. 

By centrifuging the tubes at 13000 rpm for 10 minutes, the chromosomic DNA and other cell debris 

were pushed down and formed a pellet, leaving a cleared lysate containing the plasmid DNA in the 

supernatant. The supernatants were loaded onto separate spin columns placed inside 2 mL collection 

tubes, both provided in the kit. 

The samples were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for one minute, which pushed the remaining cytoplasmic 

molecules through the collection tubes, while the DNA molecules were selectively bound to the silica 

membrane of the columns by affinity chromatography. After this step, the flow-throughs were discarded 
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and the spin column membranes were washed by successively loading 500 µL of AY buffer and 600 µL 

of A4 buffer (with EtOH) onto it, with 1 minute centrifugation steps at 13000 rpm after each addition. The 

flow-throughs were discarded and the membranes were dried by an additional centrifugation of the spin 

columns for 2 minutes at 13000 rpm.  

Finally, the spin columns were placed in clean 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes and 30 – 50 µL of Elution 

buffer was carefully added to the center of each column, to detach the DNA from the membrane. The 

tubes were briefly incubated at RT and then centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 1 minute to collect the eluted 

and purified DNA. Repeating the elution step allowed for better final yield, while using a smaller volume 

of Elution buffer resulted in a higher concentration of DNA in the miniprep. The quality and quantity of 

DNA minipreps was assessed by gel electrophoresis (see 2.3.3) of the samples and by DNA quantitation 

(see 2.3.1). The DNA preparations were stored in a freezer at - 20 °C. 

2.3.3. DNA separation by gel electrophoresis 

Agarose gel electrophoresis is a technique for analysis and separation of macromolecules based on 

their charge and size, by applying a current on a gel (immersed in a conductive buffer) that generates 

an electric potential difference on both ends of the gel, forcing the charged macromolecules to migrate 

according to their mass and charge. In this project, gel electrophoresis was used both for qualitative 

analysis of DNA preparations and for isolation of DNA fragments for purification (see 2.3.4). 

The first step was to prepare the agarose gel. To start off, the measured quantity of agarose was 

mixed with Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) electrophoresis buffer (1x) in a sterile flask, which was then heated 

in a microwave until the agarose was completely dissolved. The mass of agarose used was between 

1% and 2% of the buffer volume, depending on the separation resolution that was required. Following 

this, the solution was cooled until approximately 60 °C, at which point 5 µL of Xpert Green DNA Stain 

(GRiSP) was added per 100 mL of the solution and well mixed. Finally, the solution was slowly dispensed 

onto the casting support already fitted with the comb with the desired number of wells, where it remained 

for about 20 – 30 minutes until it was completely solidified and ready to use. 

The prepared agarose gel was placed in a custom-made apparatus (Acrílicos Fernando Gil Lda) and 

immersed in TAE (1x) buffer. After loading each sample a voltage of 90 – 120 V (~6 V/cm) was imposed 

by a PowerPac™ Basic Power Supply (Bio-Rad). Following the electrophoresis, the gel was analyzed 

by UV light in a ChemiDoc™ XRS+ Gel Imaging System (Bio-Rad). 

2.3.4. DNA purification by gel electrophoresis 

The purification of DNA samples embedded in agarose gel was performed using the NZYGelPure kit 

(NZYTech) and following the respective protocol with a few adaptations aimed at increasing the yield of 

the final purified product.  This purification was performed solely on DNA samples for sequencing: PCR 

products of the genomic region of interest surrounding the I1061T mutation site and the linearized 
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plasmid vector MLM3636 before ligation of the sgRNA duplex. All centrifugations were carried out in a 

microcentrifuge. 

The first step was to precipitate the DNA samples by adding 2 – 2.5 volumes of 100% EtOH and 

0.1 volumes of Sodium Acetate (3 M, pH 5.2) to the 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes where they were stored. 

The samples were mixed by vortexing and placed overnight in a freezer at - 20 °C. 

The following day, the precipitated samples were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 30 minutes. After 

confirming the presence of a pellet, the supernatant was carefully discarded and 1 volume of 70% EtOH 

was added to each tube in order to wash the pellet. A brief centrifugation was done to assure that the 

DNA pellets were fixed to the bottom of the tubes. After, the supernatant was removed with a pipette 

without disrupting the pellet, which was left to air-dry for a couple of minutes at RT. When fully dry, the 

pellets were resuspended in 15 µL of Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer, by vigorous up-and-down pipetting. 

3 µL of loading dye (6x) was added to each of the resuspended pellets and each dyed sample was 

loaded into a well of a pre-prepared 1.5% agarose TAE (1x) gel (see 2.3.3). The appropriate DNA ladder 

was also loaded at this point. The loaded gel was run for 40 – 60 minutes at a voltage of 90 – 100 V, 

after which it was carefully transported to a UV table for the excision of the DNA bands. The exposure 

of the gel to the UV radiation was kept to a minimum to minimize DNA damage. Each fragment was 

excised with a sterile scalpel blade, cutting the gel as close to the fragment as possible, and placed in 

a clean pre-labeled 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tube. 

Each tube was weighed in a scale plate tared to an empty tube in order to determine the approximate 

weight of each gel band. The weight in mg was then converted to volume in µL and 3 volumes of Binding 

Buffer were added to each tube, followed by an incubation period of 10 minutes at 55 – 60 °C in a dry 

bath. This incubation served to fully dissolve the agarose, since the Binding Buffer is a chaotropic agent 

responsible for breaking its bonds. 

Once the gel bands were completely dissolved, one volume of isopropanol was added to each tube 

and well mixed. After a brief incubation at RT, the mixtures were transferred to spin columns, placed on 

2 mL collection tubes, and centrifuged for 1 minute at 13000 rpm. The flow-throughs were discarded 

onto the spin columns and centrifuged again under the same conditions. 

After discarding the flow-throughs, two washing steps were performed: the first one with 500 µL of 

Washing Buffer and 1 minute of centrifugation; and the second one with 600 µL of Washing Buffer and 

5 minutes of centrifugation. Both centrifugations were carried out at 13000 rpm and the flow-through 

was discarded each time. The spin-column was centrifuged once again with an empty collection tube at 

13000 rpm for 2 minutes to properly dry the silicone membrane of any EtOH. 

The final step of the purification was to elute the DNA onto clean and pre-labeled 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ 

tubes in 30 µL of Elution Buffer. After a brief incubation of 1 minute at RT the tubes were centrifuged at 

13000 rpm for 1 minute. To increase the yield of DNA in the final solution, the elution step was repeated 

once again by reloading the eluted 30 µL onto the spin column and centrifuging one more time. The 

purified DNA samples were quantified (see 2.3.1) and stored at - 20 °C. 
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2.3.5. Sanger sequencing 

The DNA sequencing was performed at GATC Biotech. The only steps required for sequencing were 

the preparation of samples and shipment to the sequencing facility in Cologne, Germany. Sanger 

sequencing is done by random incorporation of fluorescently labeled di-deoxynucleotides (chain 

terminators) into newly synthetized strands of DNA that are consequently separated by denaturing 

acrylamide gel electrophoresis.48 To perform this sequencing, a mixture of the DNA fragment and a 

specific end-point primer has to be prepared in a proportion determined by the sequencing facility. The 

primers used are shown in Table 1. Each sample for sequencing was prepared in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ 

tube for a “LightRun Tube” analysis using the following proportions: 

 100 – 400 ng of purified PCR product or 400 – 500 ng of purified plasmid DNA 

 2.5 µL of primer (10 pmol/µL) 

 Nuclease-free water up to a volume of 10 µL 

After mixing, each tube was marked with a specific bar code ID which for identification of the 

respective sequencing results. The data was delivered 1 – 2 business days after shipment and consisted 

of a chromatogram (.ab1, ABI file) of the sequencing, a text file (.seq, SEQ file) and a fasta file (.fas, 

FAS file) both containing the DNA sequence. 

Table 1 ‒ Primers used for Sanger sequencing, with the respective template DNA to be sequenced. Per sample, 
only one primer was used, but different primers could be used on samples from the same template DNA when 

confirmation of the sequencing results was required or when a specific primer stopped performing suitably. 

Primer Sequence (5’ – 3’) Template DNA 

GeneArt Up1 Fw Forward CGGATCACCTGAGATCACCT 
PCR products of the region of 

interest of hiPSC clones 
Fw 5 Forward CCAGGGTCAGGTGATTTTGC 

nGex21 Down1 (s) Reverse GTTTTGCGTCTCTAGCCCTC 

U6 Forward GAGGGCCTATTTCCCATGATT sgRNA plasmids 

2.3.6. Genomic DNA extraction 

Cells were lysed by adding 200 µL of lysis buffer, with freshly added Proteinase K, to each cell pellet 

and flicking the tubes until the pellet was dispersed in the solution. The tubes were then incubated 

overnight in a dry bath at 55 – 65 °C. 

Lysis buffer composition (200 µL per tube): 

 100 mM of NaCl 

 10 mM of Tris (pH 8.0) 

 25 mM of EDTA (pH 8.0) 

 0.5 % of SDS 

 0.2 mg/mL of Proteinase K 

 Nuclease-free H2O (up until the final desired volume) 
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Following the overnight cell lysis of the samples, 25 µL of Sodium Acetate (3 M, pH 5.2) was added 

to each sample, followed by an addition of 200 µL of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol. The tubes were 

then mixed by inverting and centrifuged at 13000 rpm in a microcentrifuge for 10 minutes. This resulted 

in the separation of the volume in two phases: an organic phase at the bottom containing the 

phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol, which retains RNA molecules, lipids and unwanted cell debris; and 

an aqueous phase at the top containing the genomic DNA (gDNA) for extraction. Proteins are either 

retained in the organic phase or hang in the interface. The clear top phases were carefully transferred 

to new 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes, while avoiding aspirating any of the organic phase or interface. 

Successively, 200 µL of Chloroform was added to the tubes containing the aqueous phases. These 

tubes were vigorously mixed by inverting and centrifuged once again at 13000 rpm for 10 minutes. The 

purpose of this step was to remove any phenol residues that might have been inadvertently transferred 

in the previous step, and once again two phases were formed after the centrifugation. The top aqueous 

phases containing the now purer gDNA were carefully transferred to new 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes. To 

precipitate the gDNA, 200 µL of Isopropanol was added to each tube, followed by a couple of gentle 

inversions of the tubes for mixing, after which the tubes were incubated at - 20 °C overnight. 

The following day, the samples were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 30 minutes and the supernatant 

was cautiously discarded to avoid disrupting the pellet. Next, 700 µL of 70% EtOH was added to each 

tube to wash the pellet of any remaining contaminants and the tubes were centrifuged once more at 

13000 rpm for 5 minutes. The EtOH was discarded using a pipette and the pellets were left to air-dry for 

a few of minutes at RT. After the EtOH had evaporated, the dried pellets were thoroughly resuspended 

in 200 µL of nuclease-free water, by pipetting the water up and down several times. To avoid shearing 

of gDNA, pipette tips were shortened with a sterile scalpel blade prior to the resuspension. Finally, the 

extracted and purified gDNA samples were quantified and stored at - 20 °C. 

2.3.7. PCR amplification of gDNA from hiPSC clones 

PCR amplifications were performed on a thermal cycler (T-100™, Bio-Rad) with NZYLong DNA 

polymerase (NZYTech) and using the respective standard protocol, only adapted for individual reactions 

of 25 µL. The pairs of primers used for PCR amplifications are shown in Table 2. The PCR reaction mix 

was prepared in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tube for all reactions and then distributed to each PCR tube, with 

the exception of the template DNAs, which were added separately to each PCR tube since a different 

template was used in each reaction.  

PCR Reaction mix composition (25 µL per tube): 

 2.5 µL of Reaction Buffer (10x) 

 0.2 - 0-5 µM of dNTPs mix (NZYTech) 

 0.2 – 0.5 µM of primers 

 10 – 500 ng of template DNA 

 0.5 µL of NZYLong DNA polymerase (5 U/µL) 

 Nuclease-free water up to 25 µL 
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After the reactions were prepared, the tubes were placed in the thermal cycler, the PCR parameters 

were set and the protocol was run as described in Table 3. After the PCR was over, the products were 

immediately used or stored at 4 °C. 

Table 2 ‒ Primers used for PCR amplification of the region of interest of gDNA extracted from hiPSC clones. 

Primers Sequence (5’ – 3’) 

Forward 
primers 

GeneArt Up1 Fw CGGATCACCTGAGATCACCT 

Fw 5 CCAGGGTCAGGTGATTTTGC 

nGex21 Up1 (s) ACCTTTGGTGTTCCCTTATC 

Reverse 
primers 

nGex21 Down1 (s) GTTTTGCGTCTCTAGCCCTC 

Rev 4 ACAGAGAGCATTCCACAGCA 

 

Table 3 ‒ Parameters for the PCR amplification of the region of interest of gDNA from hiPSC clones. 

Cycle step Temperature Time Nº of Cycles 

Initial denaturation 95 °C 4 mins. 1 

Denaturation 95 °C 1 min. 

25 - 35 Annealing 60 °C 1 min. 

Extension 68 °C 1 min. 

Final extension 68 °C 10 mins. 1 

Hold 15 °C ∞ ‒ 

2.4. Design and preparation of transfection products 

2.4.1. Plasmid DNAs 

Two plasmid DNAs were used in this work: Cas9-GFP plasmid (pCas9-GFP, Addgene 

plasmid #44719), which was a gift from Kiran Musunuru, and MLM3636 sgRNA expression vector 

(Addgene plasmid #43860), which was a gift from Keith Joung. 

The pCas9-GFP and was used to co-express Cas9 endonuclease for gene-editing and GFP for 

positive sorting of transfected cells. To drive an optimized expression of Cas9-GFP in hPSCs, this 

plasmid uses a cytomegalovirus enhancer, chicken β-actin and rabbit β-globin (CAG) promoter. 

Additionally, the plasmid contains a β-lactamase gene, preceded by its promoter, to confer ampicillin 

resistance, allowing for bacteria selection using this antibiotic (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9 ‒ Map of the Cas9-GFP plasmid. Created using SnapGene®. 

The MLM3636 vector was used for expression of the designed sgRNAs. To clone the sgRNAs, the 

vector contains two restriction sites for BsmBI, or isoschizomer Esp3I, that are specifically located to 

allow the unidirectional incorporation of the sgRNA sequence immediately upstream of the gRNA 

scaffold, which is already included in the vector. To drive the expression of the sgRNA in mammalian 

cells, the vector uses a U6 promoter. Like pCas9-GFP, this vector contains a β-lactamase gene, 

preceded by its promoter, to confer ampicillin resistance, allowing for bacteria selection using this 

antibiotic (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10 - Map of the MLM3636 sgRNA expression vector. Extracted from SnapGene® viewer. 
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2.4.2. sgRNA design 

The design of the sgRNAs was done using the CRISPOR web tool.49 Given a specific locus in the 

genome, this bioinformatics tool searches for the most optimal sgRNAs to be employed for the purpose 

of targeting that locus, outputting several possibilities. Besides finding the possible sgRNA designs it 

also scores their specificity, estimates their efficiency and finds potential off-target sites across the whole 

genome based on a selection of algorithms. 

For each selected sgRNA, a pair of oligonucleotides was ordered from Sigma-Aldrich®, one with the 

sense sequence of the sgRNA and the other with its reverse complementary. Each oligonucleotide had 

additional nucleotides on their 5’ end that were complementary to the overhangs of the digested 

MLM3636 sgRNA expression vector. This was to enable the unidirectional ligation of each sgRNA duplex 

(formed by the annealing of each pair of oligonucleotides) to the expression vector. 

2.4.3. Restriction digest and purification of MLM3636 vector 

After making a miniprep of the MLM3636 vector (see 2.3.2), the plasmid was digested using the 

restriction enzyme Esp3I (Thermo Scientific™), which is the isoschizomer to enzyme BsmBI. These 

restriction enzymes recognize CGTCTC sites and Esp3I in particular cuts optimally at 37 °C in Tango 

buffer (Thermo Scientific™). For the digestion to take place, the MLM3636 vector, Tango buffer, water 

and Esp3I enzyme were well mixed in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tube and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour. To 

inactivate the enzyme, the tube was placed in a dry bath at 65 °C for 20 minutes and then left in the 

working bench until the mixture was at RT. 

Restriction digest mix composition: 

 10 µg of the MLM3636 vector miniprep 

 10 µL of Tango buffer (10x) 

 5 µL of Esp3I (10 U/µL, Thermo Scientific™) 

 Nuclease-free H2O up until 100 µL 

Simultaneously, an agarose gel was run with samples of undigested and digested plasmid vector to 

evaluate the success of the previous steps. In the case of a successful vector digestion, 2 µL of alkaline 

phosphatase FAST AP (Thermo Scientific™) was then added to the mixture, which was then incubated 

at 37 °C for 30 – 40 minutes to promote the dephosphorylation of the DNA ends. To inactivate this 

enzyme, the tube was placed in a dry bath at 75 °C for 5 minutes and then left at RT to cool down. 

The digested plasmid DNA was precipitated and purified using gel electrophoresis (see 2.3.4). After 

the purification, the MLM3636 vector was ready to be used for cloning and expression of the sgRNAs. 

2.4.4. sgRNA plasmid 

The first step towards the generation of the sgRNA plasmids was to form the sgRNA duplexes by 

annealing each corresponding pair of oligonucleotides. The annealing and phosphorylation mix was 
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prepared in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tube, with the kinase added fresh, and incubated for 30 minutes at 

37 °C to allow the phosphorylation of the oligonucleotides to take place. The tubes were then placed in 

a heating block at 95 °C for 5 minutes to inactivate the kinase and denature DNAs prior to the annealing, 

after which the heating block was placed on the work bench at RT for a slow cooling down of the 

mixtures, for about 1 – 2 hours. 

Annealing and phosphorylation mix composition: 

 10 µM of forward primer 

 10 µM of reverse primer 

 1 µL of T4 ligase buffer (10x, Thermo Scientific™) 

 0.5 mM of ATP (Thermo Scientific™) 

 0.5 µL of polynucleotide kinase (PNK, Thermo Scientific™) 

 Nuclease-free H2O up to 10 µL 

After the sgRNA duplexes had been formed and further diluted in water (1:250), the next step was to 

ligate them to the digested and purified MLM3636 expression vector (see 2.4.3). The ligation mix was 

prepared in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf™ tubes and incubated at RT for 3 – 4 hours or overnight at 4 °C. The 

latter was used to slow down the movement of the molecules, increasing the efficiency of the intended 

ligation instead of the recircularization of the digested plasmid vector.  

Ligation mix composition: 

 50 µg of digested and purified MLM3636 vector 

 1 µL of diluted sgRNA duplex (1:250) 

 1 µL of T4 ligase buffer 

 1 µL of T4 ligase (1 U/µL, Thermo Scientific™)  

 0.5 mM of ATP 

 Nuclease-free H2O up until 10 µL 

After the ligation was complete, the ligated plasmids (i.e. sgRNA plasmids) were stored at 4 °C until 

they could be transformed into competent bacteria, cloned and prepared (see 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.3.2). 

2.4.5. sgRNA functional validation assay 

The functional validation assay of the sgRNAs was made using the Genomic Cleavage Detection Kit 

(GeneArt®), which allows the detection of indels caused by NHEJ. This particular assay was performed 

on cells from the HEK-293 cell line (human embryonic kidney, ATCC® CRL-1573™), which is a sturdy 

cell line with high transfection capacity. Prior to the assay, these cells were cultured on Petri dishes with 

DMEM supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Gibco®) and then replated to wells of 24-well 

plates using their own medium for mechanical detachment. From there, the cells were transfected with 

pCas9-GFP and sgRNA plasmids by lipofection (see 2.1.8), after which they were collected in 1.5 mL 

Eppendorf™ tubes and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the 

cells stored at - 80 °C in an ultra-low temperature freezer until the assay could be performed. 
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To start off the assay, each pellet of HEK-293 cells, transfected with pCas9-GFP and one of the 

sgRNA plasmids, was resuspended in a mix of 50 µL of Cell Lysis buffer and 2 µL Protein Degrader 

(provided in the kit) and transferred to a PCR tube. The tubes were then incubated in a thermal cycler 

at 68 °C for 15 minutes, to lyse the cells and degrade the proteins present in the lysate; followed by an 

incubation at 95 °C for 10 minutes to neutralize the enzymes. This freed-up the DNA, which required no 

further purification. 

Using the appropriately selected pair of primers (shown in Table 4), the region of interest from the 

gDNA of each cell lysate was amplified through PCR, performed in a thermal cycler using the program 

described in Table 5. The control template and primers from the kit were also included in the PCR 

amplification. The obtained PCR products were analyzed by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis before 

proceeding with the assay. 

PCR mix for cleavage assay: 

 2 µL of cell lysate (briefly vortexed) 

 0.2 – 0.5 µM of forward primer 

 0.2 – 0.5 µM of reverse primer 

 25 µL of AmpliTaq Gold® 360 Master Mix (GeneArt®) 

 Nuclease-free H2O up until 50 µL 

Table 4 ‒ Primers used for the PCR amplification in the Genomic Cleavage Detection Assay. 

Primer Sequence (5’ – 3’) 

Forward primer GeneArt Up1 Fw CGGATCACCTGAGATCACCT 

Reverse primer nGex21 Down1 (s) GTTTTGCGTCTCTAGCCCTC 

 

Table 5 ‒ Parameters for the PCR amplification in the Genomic Cleavage Detection Assay. 

Cycle step Temperature Time Nº of Cycles 

Enzyme activation 95 °C 10 mins. 1 

Denaturation 95 °C 30 secs. 

40 Annealing 60 °C 30 secs. 

Extension 72 °C 60 secs. 

Final extension 72 °C 7 mins. 1 

Hold 15 °C ∞ 1 

After verifying the quality of the PCR products, they were denatured and re-annealed by mixing 

1 – 3 µL of each PCR product with 1 µL of Detection Reaction buffer (10x, GeneArt®), diluting the mixture 

in water up to 9 µL, and running the program described in Table 6 in a thermal cycler. Before running 

the program the PCR tubes were briefly centrifuged in a microcentrifuge, using appropriate support 

structures, to remove any air bubbles present in the mixtures. 
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Table 6 – Parameters for the re-annealing reaction. 

Cycle step Temperature Time Temp. drop rate 

1 95 °C 5 mins. - 

2 95 - 85 °C - 2 °C/second 

3 85 - 25 °C - 0.1 °C/second 

4 15 °C ∞ - 

Finally, 1µL of the Detection Enzyme (GeneArt®) was well mixed into each sample containing the re-

annealed PCR products, which were then incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour to allow the reaction to take 

place. The Detection Enzyme cleaves the DNA heteroduplexes precisely where mismatches in the 

homology are detected. This process results in a product with three or more DNA fragments in a sample 

where the gDNA was successfully cut in the intended region by the Cas9, meaning that the sgRNA had 

guided it correctly. Additionally, the density of cleaved fragments in comparison to the undigested PCR 

product is proportional to the cutting efficiency of the Cas9 for a particular sgRNA. The results were 

evaluated by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis (see 2.3.3). 

2.4.6. Mutation-block template design and preparation 

The mutation-block (MB) templates were designed using SnapGene®. The suitability of the designed 

templates was assessed by analyzing the effects the blocking mutations of each template would have 

on the translation of the protein and on splicing events. The former was done with resource to no specific 

tools, while the latter required the use of an online tool named Human Splicing Finder (HSF), which is 

a system that combines 12 different algorithms to identify and predict the effect of mutations on splicing 

motifs. This includes the acceptor and donor splice sites, the branch point and auxiliary sequences 

known to either enhance or repress splicing.50 Ultimately, only one template was approved and were 

ordered from Sigma-Aldrich®. The relevant technical details of the ordered ssODN are displayed in Table 

7, along with the details of the second order of the same ssODN. 

Both ssODNs were shipped dry, which means they had to be resuspended before being used for 

transfection. After a brief 30 second spin down at 13000 rpm on a microcentrifuge, the ssODN was 

resuspended in nuclease-free water with a filter-tip pipette, using 1 µL of water was used per nmol of 

ssODN. The water was pipetted up and down several times on top of the ssODN to make sure it was 

diluted and after that the tube was vortexed or shaken at 700 rpm in a bench-top shaker (Boekel™) for 

15 minutes. Finally, another brief spin down was made and the ssODN tube stored at - 20 °C 

Table 7 ‒ Technical details of the ordered ssODNs from Sigma-Aldrich®. 

Arrival Weight Molarity Sequence (5’ – 3’) 

01/06/2018 42.0 µg 1.3 nmol 
GGTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACTGGCTGTA 
AGTCTAGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAGGTCTGCAGCAC 

02/08/2018 48.5 µg 1.5 nmol 
GGTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACTGGCTGTA 
AGTCTAGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAGGTCTGCAGCAC 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. sgRNA design and cloning 

The very first step in the gene-editing process was to search for suitable sgRNAs designed to direct 

the Cas9 to exon 21 of the NPC1 gene, since this is the locus where the I1061T substitution occurs. To 

do that, we used the sequence of exon 21 of the human NPC1 gene as the input in CRISPOR49 and 

selected the human genome for analysis of potential off-target events, which resulted in 23 possible 

sgRNA sequences of 20 nucleotides. 

In some gene-editing experiments, the site where the Cas9 cuts is not relevant as long as it is within 

the targeted locus. However, in our case it did matter because we desired to obtain a homozygous 

mutation and increase the efficiency of HDR. To achieve this, the cut site had to be less than 10 bp away 

from the site where the mutation was to be introduced, according to Kwart et al.45 Since the site where 

the Cas9 cuts is located exactly 3 bp upstream of the PAM, this meant introducing another constraint 

for the sgRNA design. 

Out of the 23 possibilities, only 3 sgRNA designs were in sufficiently close proximity to the mutation 

site to result in a cut-to-mutation distance below 10 bp. Therefore, the 3 sgRNAs that were suitable for 

the task at hand were selected for testing, as all three showed great specificity scores, reasonable 

estimates of efficiency and low off-target activity. Table 8 shows the values of the relevant parameters 

for the selected sgRNAs as determined by CRISPOR. 

Table 8 – Sequences and strand of the selected sgRNAs followed by their respective PAMs. Also shown are the 
values for: the specificity score (SS); the predicted efficiency (PE) using a Boosted Regression Tree model; the 

number of off-targets with 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 mismatches within the first 12 bp upstream of the PAM; and the 
cut-to-mutation (C – M) distances. 

Name Strand Sequence (5’ – 3’) PAM SS PE 
Off-targets  
(0-1-2-3-4) 

C – M 
distance 

sgRNA 3 Reverse CATGGTTTCGGTGACATTAC TGG 88 36 0-0-0-0-0 8 bp 

sgRNA 6 Reverse GACATTACTGGCTATAAGTC GGG 87 48 0-0-0-1-2 3 bp 

sgRNA 8 Reverse TGACATTACTGGCTATAAGT CGG 85 51 0-0-0-0-1 2 bp 

The next step was to clone the sgRNAs into the MLM3636 sgRNA expression vector. In order to do 

that, a pair of primers was ordered for each sgRNA: one with the sense sequence shown in Table 8 and 

another with the reverse complement of the first one. Besides the 20-nucleotide seed sequence, the 

ordered primers included additional nucleotides at each end, which were complementary to the 

overhangs of the digested MLM3636 vector, for their unidirectional incorporation into the vector, and a 

G was also added to the 5’ end of the sgRNA to favor transcription by the U6 promoter.51 Table 9 shows 

the sequences of each of the sgRNA primers that were ordered, using lower-case letters for the 

nucleotides that are not part of the sgRNA 20-nucleotide sequence. 
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Table 9 ‒ Sequences of the sgRNA primers. Lower-case letters are used for nucleotides that are not part of the 
sgRNA sequence, but were added for the unidirectional incorporation of the sgRNA duplex into the vector and for 

favoring transcription by the U6 promoter. 

Primers Sequence (5’ – 3’) 

sgRNA 3 
Forward acaccgCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACg 

Reverse aaaacGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGcg 

sgRNA 6 
Forward acaccgGACATTACTGGCTATAAGTCg 

Reverse aaaacGACTTATAGCCAGTAATGTCcg 

sgRNA 8 
Forward acaccgTGACATTACTGGCTATAAGTg 

Reverse aaaacACTTATAGCCAGTAATGTCAcg 

To prepare the cloning of the sgRNA, each pair of primers was annealed together to form DNA 

duplexes and the MLM3636 plasmid was digested with enzyme Esp3I and purified. However, before we 

could move on to the ligation step we had to confirm that the plasmid had been properly digested by the 

enzyme, which was done through gel electrophoresis. Figure 11 shows an image of this gel analysis. 

 

Figure 11 – Analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis of the MLM3636 vector undigested (lane 3) and digested with 
BsmBI (lane 2). Lane 1 of the gel contains the DNA Ladder III (NZYTech). 

By comparison of the digested vector (lane 2) with DNA ladder (lane 1) and undigested vector 

(lane 3), it appears to be in a linearized form with the expected size of approximately 2278 bp. The 

undigested vector migrated less in the agarose gel compared to its linearized form due to its higher 

friction against the agarose matrix. This control allows us to assess that the digested sample shows no 

trace of contamination by undigested DNA. The run in lane 4 was from an unrelated experiment. 

Having checked the quality of the digested vector, we proceeded to the ligation of the sgRNA 

duplexes to the vector. Per design, the overhangs from the sgRNA duplexes were complementary to 

those of the digested vector, which is what allowed the unidirectional ligation to happen. The ligated 

sgRNA plasmids were each successfully transfected into competent E. coli, which were then cultured in 

LB Agar plates with ampicillin selection. Finally, DNA preparations of each sgRNA plasmid were made 

from the transformed bacteria. 

2000 bp 

1000 bp 

1          2           3          4 
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Before proceeding with the tests of guide activity, the sgRNA plasmids were sequenced to assure 

that the insertion had been successful. To check for any mismatches of the sequenced plasmids when 

compared with the deduced sequences for each sgRNA plasmid (i.e. the expected sequence of a correct 

insertion), their alignments were made using the BLASTn tool from NCBI. Table 10 shows the relevant 

portion of each of the alignments with the insert highlighted. 

Table 10 – Sequence alignments of the insert region of the sgRNA plasmids (above) and their respective deduced 
sequences (below). Regions of sgRNA sequences are highlighted in green. 

Sample (ID) Sequence alignment (5’ – 3’) 

sgRNA 3 
(68BH12) 

TGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAA 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

TGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAA 

sgRNA 6 
(68BH14) 

TGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGGACATTACTGGCTATAAGTCGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAA 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

TGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGGACATTACTGGCTATAAGTCGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAA 

sgRNA 8 
(68BH20) 

TGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGTGACATTACTGGCTATAAGTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAA 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

TGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGTGACATTACTGGCTATAAGTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAA 

Since no mismatches or gaps were found in the alignments, we can conclude that the insertion of all 

the sgRNA primer duplexes into the MLM3636 vector were successful. Additionally, based on the 

chromatograms that came with the sequencing data, we could assess that all sequencings showed the 

desired quality. This assessment was made by analyzing the height and uniformity of the peaks of the 

chromatogram for each nucleotide in the region of the insert. 

3.2. sgRNA functional validation 

Following the design and cloning of the sgRNA plasmids, the sgRNAs had to be tested to make sure 

that they were directing the Cas9 towards the intended cut site and to assess the efficiency of the 

cleavage of the gDNA in the targeted locus. To that end, we used the Genomic Cleavage Detection kit 

(GeneArt®) and the assay was performed on HEK-293 cells, which were selected due to their high 

transfection capacity. 

The day before transfection, the HEK-293 cells were replated to a 24-well plate so that each well had 

approximately 1.0 x 105 cells. The pCas9-GFP and sgRNA plasmids were transfected by lipofection 

using the Lipofectamine® 3000 reagent (see 2.1.8), chosen for its practicality and ease-of-use. In each 

reaction were used: 0.75 µL of Lipofectamine® 3000 reagent, 1 µL of P3000 reagent, 25 µL x 2 of Opti-

MEM medium, 100 ng of sgRNA plasmid and 400 ng of pCas9-GFP. 

Half of the transfected cells were collected at 24 hours and the other half at 48 hours. From the 

samples collected at 24 hours, half were used for analysis by flow cytometry to assess the percentage 

of GFP+ cells by automated cell counting (see 2.1.9.1), while the other half was used to extract the 

gDNA to be used in the cleavage test. The same was done for the samples collected at 48 hours. The 
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flow cytometry results showed higher percentages of transfected cells in the samples collected at 48 

hours after transfection (around 25%) comparatively to the samples collected at 24 hours (around 20%) 

and thus, the cleavage assay was performed on the cells collected at 48 hours. This information was 

also useful to define the time frame for future transfections. 

The cleavage detection assay is based on the ability of the Detection Enzyme (GeneArt®) to 

recognize and cut mispaired or misannealed DNA (Figure 12). The mismatches that are detected are 

an almost direct measure of DNA repair by NHEJ after it has been cleaved by the Cas9, as this repair 

mechanism results in the introduction of indels in the region of the cut. 

 

Figure 12 ‒ Overview of the Genomic Cleavage Detection Assay (GeneArt®). Adapted from Adapted from Thermo 
Scientific’s “Pluripotent Stem Cell Resource Handbook”. 

Before the gDNA was extracted for PCR amplification of the region of interest, the primers for that 

PCR had to be carefully selected. It was crucial that the predicted cleavage site of the enzyme would 

not be positioned near the center of the amplicon generated by the PCR. This asymmetry of the amplicon 

was so that its digestion by the detection enzyme would result in two fragments of different sizes, 

allowing their distinction in the agarose gel electrophoresis. It was also important to make sure that the 

fragments of the digestion were not too small so that they could be easily visualized in the agarose gel. 

The selected pair of primers would generate an 865 bp amplicon, and its digestion by the Detection 

Enzyme would result in two fragments with 585 bp and 280 bp, in case directed DNA cleavage had 

occurred as designed. After selecting the primers, gDNA was extracted from the collected cells and the 

PCR was performed. The quality of the PCR products and of the digestion control from the kit was 

assessed by running these samples in an agarose gel, as shown in Figure 13. 

From the analysis of the gel in Figure 13 we can conclude that the PCR was overall successful since 

the intended regions from all the gDNA samples were amplified and had the expected sizes: 865 bp for 

the gDNA PCRs and 546 bp for the control from the kit. 
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Figure 13 ‒ Analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis of the PCR products from the gDNA of transfected HEK-293 
cells and the respective controls. Lane 1 of the gel contains the DNA Ladder III (NZYTech) Lane 2 shows the 

products of the PCR amplification of the gDNA extracted from the control cells (i.e. non-transfected cells), while 
lanes 3 – 5 show the PCR products from the gDNA of cells transfected with Cas9-GFP and the sgRNA plasmids 

3, 6 and 8, respectively. Lane 6 contains a sample from the positive control of the kit. 

The PCR products from each sample were denatured and then re-annealed in a thermal cycler with 

a thermal ramp of 1 °C/s. This step serves to generate DNA heteroduplexes, i.e. fragments with two 

strands that are not completely homologous, presenting mismatches that in this case are caused by 

annealing of a strand with an indel to a strand without an indel or a different one. As the indels are most 

likely the result of DNA repair by NHEJ they are interpreted as a sign that the gDNA was cut by Cas9 in 

that region. The Detection Enzyme that was then added to each sample is responsible for cleavage of 

the sites where it recognized DNA mismatches. The digested DNA products were separated by agarose 

gel electrophoresis (see 2.3.3), shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 ‒ Analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis of the digested PCR products of the cleavage detection 
assay. The image colors were inverted to increase the contrast. Lanes 1 and 2 contain the DNA Ladder III 

(NZYTech) and 500 bp (G-Biosciences), respectively. Lane 3 contains the digestion control of the kit (GeneArt®). 
Lane 4 has the negative control with the PCR product from the gDNA of non-transfected cells Lanes 5 – 7 contain 

the digested PCR products of the gDNA of cells transfected with pCas9-GFP (all of them) and the sgRNA 3, 
sgRNA 6 and sgRNA 8 plasmids, respectively. 
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The image of this gel could not be directly exported from the visualizer, and so a photograph of the 

display screen had to be taken instead. This resulted in a gel image of poor quality, which prevented its 

analysis using a gel imaging software to determine the relative proportions of DNA and adequately 

calculate the cleavage efficiency associated with each sgRNA. 

The control DNA from the kit shown in lane 3 should contain a stronger parent band with 546 bp and 

two weaker digested bands with 225 bp and 291 bp. However due to the poor quality of the image and 

the low size of the fragments it is extremely hard to detect them in this image. By directly observing the 

displayed image in the UV visualizer, those bands, although faint, were positively detected.  

Lane 4 has the negative control with the PCR product from the gDNA of non-transfected cells, which 

shows only a strong band with approximately the expected size of 865 bp.  

By analyzing the DNA bands in lanes 5 – 7 in Figure 14 it is possible to detect the strong parent band 

in all of them, with the expected length of 865 bp, but more importantly, the digested bands are also 

visible, despite being faint. The digested bands all have the expected sizes of approximately 585 bp and 

280 bp (arrows). Theoretically, the fragment sizes should be slightly different, but the size variation 

between samples was only a couple of nucleotides, and thus not significant enough to be discernible by 

the resolution of this gel analysis.  

Looking at the intensity of the bands it appears to be that the cutting efficiency of the Cas9 when 

guided by the sgRNAs 6 and 8 is higher than when guided by the sgRNA 3, given that the former two 

present stronger digested bands. It is also worth mentioning that the parent bands corresponding to 

sgRNAs 6 and 8 are notably weaker than that of sgRNA 3, which is another indication towards the 

conclusion that these sgRNAs were more proficient than sgRNA 3. Overall, it is valid to conclude from 

this assay that all the sgRNAs preformed aptly in guiding the Cas9 towards the region of interest. 

The negative control in lane 4 serves to exclude the possibility of indels being present in this region 

of the wild type genome, proving that the effects that are visible in the positive samples are a result of 

the transfection of those cells with the Cas9-GFP and the sgRNA plasmids. No positive control was used 

with transfection of Cas9-GFP alone to discard the possibility of random and unspecific Cas9 genomic 

cleavage. However, since lanes 5 – 7 all show digestion bands of approximately the same sizes it is 

highly unlikely that the Cas9 would be cutting that precisely in this region by chance alone.  

This assay did not come without shortcomings, as the results obtained do not reflect with precision 

the Cas9 cut sites, due to the lack of resolution of the agarose gel analysis. To obtain that level of 

precision the undigested DNA fragments would have to have been sequenced, which they were not. 

Alternatively, these results could be analyzed in denaturing polyacrylamide gel that provides 

single-nucleotide length resolution. 

Nevertheless, the results from this assay were essential for the project to move forward as they 

allowed us to approve all sgRNAs as viable to be used for the intended gene-editing, despite sgRNA 3 

having shown a poorer performance. 
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3.3. Mutation-block template design 

After determining that all three sgRNAs were providing effective guidance to the Cas9, it was time to 

design the mutation-block (MB) templates for each of the sgRNAs and decide which one to use in further 

experiments. The MB template plays a central role in this gene-editing experiment as it serves as the 

DNA template for HDR. It is by modifying the sequence of this template and co-transfecting it with the 

remaining constructs that we attempt to manipulate the cells into using this template for HDR, resulting 

in the incorporation of the modifications made to the template into the edited genome. 

Thus, the MB template was designed to be a 100 bp ssODN with its sequence mostly homologous 

to the wild type genome and centered on the deduced cut site. The sequence modifications made to the 

template were the intended mutation and the blocking mutations.  

The first design choice to make was which DNA strand to use for the homology, as the HDR template 

can be homologous to either of them. The choice was made to design the ssODNs to be homologous 

to the strand that was also homologous to the respective sgRNA, in order to avoid annealing of the MB 

template to the sgRNA. Thus, since all the sgRNAs are homologous to the coding or sense strand, then 

so will be the designed ssODNs. 

The intended mutation (i.e. I1061T) consists of a substitution of a T by a C in the sense strand, which 

means that to introduce this mutation through antisense templates, the ssODNs were designed with the 

substitution of the respective A in the original antisense sequence by a G. 

The blocking mutations can be either located on the PAM or on the region of homology with the 

sgRNA. The purpose of these mutations is to disrupt the PAM or the sgRNA homology, respectively, so 

that it is no longer recognized by the CRISPR/Cas9 complex, preventing further targeted cleavage of 

that genomic region after the HDR template has been successfully incorporated. We chose to go with 

PAM-blocking mutations since they were reportedly more efficient in preventing re-cutting by the Cas9.36  

To disrupt the PAM we had to mutate either one or both G’s of its NGG motif. Naturally, to avoid any 

interference with the study of the mutation of interest, the blocking mutations introduced had to be silent. 

Through a simple computational analysis, the MB templates were designed for each sgRNA. All suitable 

designs are presented in Table 11. 

For the templates designed for sgRNA 3 it was only possible to silently mutate the first G of the PAM, 

which resulted in two possibilities: substitution of the G by an A or by a T (i.e. TGG → TAG or 

TGG → TTG). Both substitutions would maintain the expression of an Alanine (1062), and would result 

in a relatively efficient blocking of the PAM. 

The templates designed for sgRNA 6 had the same handicap as the sgRNA 3 design, allowing only 

the silent mutation of the first G of the PAM, which also resulted in two possibilities: substitution of the 

G by an A or by a T (i.e. GGG → GAG or GGG → GTG). Both substitutions would maintain the 

expression of an Alanine (1058), and would result in a relatively efficient blocking of the PAM. 
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For the templates designed for sgRNA 8 it was possible to silently substitute both G’s of the PAM, 

which involved mutating the codons of two amino acids: Alanine (1058) and Arginine (1059). To maintain 

the expression of the Alanine (1058), the first G of the PAM could be substituted by a T or by an A, while 

the last G of the PAM could only be substituted by a T in order to maintain the expression of the Arginine 

(1059). This resulted in two possible PAM-blocking silent mutations for this sgRNA: substitution of the 

GG by TA or by TT (i.e. CGG → CTA or CGG → CTT). A successful incorporation of either of these 

templates would result in a very efficient prevention of further detection by the gene-editing complex. 

For this reason, sgRNA 8 gained the advantage over the other sgRNAs. 

Table 11 ‒ Sequences of all the possible designs of MB templates for each sgRNA. The sgRNA sequence, the 
PAM and the intended mutation are highlighted in green, blue and yellow, respectively. The line break marks the 

deduced cut site, which is 3 bp upstream of the PAM, and coincides with the middle of the template. 

Template Sequence (5’ – 3’) 

ssODN for 
sgRNA 3 

#1 
AGGAAATACTCGGTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACAT 
TACTAGCTGTAAGTCGGGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAG 

#2 
AGGAAATACTCGGTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACAT 
TACTTGCTGTAAGTCGGGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAG 

ssODN for 
sgRNA 6 

#1 
GTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACTGGCTGTAA 

GTCGAGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAGGTCTGCAGCACG 

#2 
GTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACTGGCTGTAA 

GTCGTGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAGGTCTGCAGCACG 

ssODN for 
sgRNA 8 

#1 
GGTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACTGGCTGTA 
AGTCTAGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAGGTCTGCAGCAC 

#2 
GGTAGGCACTGCCGTTAATGCCCATGGTTTCGGTGACATTACTGGCTGTA 
AGTCTTGCTTTCTTCAGAGCGTCAATAAAGTCAGCAGAGGTCTGCAGCAC 

Although all of the blocking-mutations fall within a coding region, it was also important to check for 

potential effects the blocking mutations might cause in terms of splicing. This step was important 

because alteration of splicing events by these silent mutations could produce changes in protein 

expression of NPC1, leading to an unreliable disease model to study the effects of the intended mutation. 

Due to its advantages compared to the other sgRNAs, we only analyzed the two templates for sgRNA 

8 at first, which was done using the Human Splicing Finder (HSF).50 To facilitate the discussion, from 

this point on the HDR templates designed for sgRNA 8 will be referred to as: 

 Template #1: where the PAM of sgRNA 8 (CGG) is substituted by CTA 

 Template #2: where the PAM of sgRNA 8 (CGG) is substituted by CTT 

The effects of the blocking mutations on splicing, as predicted by the HSF, are shown in Figure 15 

and Figure 16, for templates #1 and #2, respectively. Besides the relevant interpreted data outputted by 

the program, other information is made available for a more in-depth analysis, which was sorted through 

for confirmation purposes only. 
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Figure 15 ‒ Interpreted data from the HSF for the mutations to be introduced using template #1. 

 

Figure 16 ‒ Interpreted data from the HSF for the mutations to be introduced using template #2. 

The algorithms predicted no significant changes in splicing caused by the mutations introduced by 

template #2. On the other hand, the successful incorporation of template #1 by the genome would 

potentially alter the normal splicing by introducing an exonic splicing silencer (ESS), as predicted by two 

different algorithms. Thus an ssODN with the sequence of template #2 was ordered from Sigma-

Aldrich®. 

To summarize, in face of all the results presented, the evident choice was to use sgRNA 8 to direct 

the Cas9 and its corresponding template #2 as the HDR template. Firstly, because this sgRNA showed 

cleavage efficiency and it was the one that would result in the closest cut to the intended mutation site, 

which was favorable for achieving a homozygous mutation.45 Secondly, because the associated 

mutation templates allowed the silent mutation of both G’s of the PAM, which would confer a more robust 

prevention against the re-cutting by Cas9. Lastly, because the blocking mutations to be introduced by 

template 2 would have predictably no significant impact on splicing. 

3.4. Transfection of hiPSCs with CRISPR/Cas9 constructs 

After all the preparations and necessary tests had been made, the gene-editing of hiPSCs was 

initiated at last. The first step was to culture the iPSC6.2 and F002.1A.13 cells and transfect them with 

the pCas9-GFP, the sgRNA 8 plasmid and the MB template. 

In the first trial we used the Neon® electroporation system for transfection because this was the 

recommended transfection method by Kwart et al.45 The program used consisted of 3 pulses of 1400 mV 
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with 5 ms each, as this sequence of pulses had shown positive results in similar experiments reported 

by other lab members. 2 x 106 cells were used per electroporation condition. The proportion of 

transfected DNAs was as proposed by Kwart et al.45 as well, however, the total amount of DNA used 

was cut by half in an attempt to reduce its potentially toxic effects on the cells. Thus, the amount of DNA 

constructs used for the main condition was the following: 

 2.5 µg of sgRNA 8 plasmid 

 10 µg of pCas9-GFP 

 15 µg of MB template ssODN 

Cells transfected with only pCas9-GFP were used as a positive control, while untransfected cells 

served as a negative control. Using these controls as reference, the cells were sorted by FACS 

(see 2.1.9.2) 48 hours after transfection. The sorting was done with single-cell precision and using the 

fluorescence of the GFP co-expressed with Cas9 as the positive transfection control. The results were 

not favorable because only about 2% of the cells were transfected, which is very low, but also because 

the Neon® electroporation procedure was too harsh on the hiPSCs and resulted in cell death for the 

large majority of the initial population. Ultimately, the transfected cells did not survive after the FACS. 

In a second attempt, we again tried the Neon® electroporation procedure and added an extra 

condition with fewer and lower electrical pulses, but with longer duration (2 pulses of 1050 mV with 

30 ms). The amount of DNA used was the same, but the new condition was just for testing the efficiency 

of transfection, and so only Cas9 was transfected in those cells. 

In parallel, we tried out lipofection as an alternative transfection method, using the Lipofectamine® 

3000 reagent. Despite the toxicity of the reagent, lipofection is less stressful to the cells than 

electroporation and it requires lower amounts of cells and DNA products. 3 µL of reagent were used a 

well of 12-well plate with 0.2 x 106 cells. Following the manufacturer’s recommendations, while still 

maintaining the proportion of DNA constructs, the amounts of DNAs per well used were: 

 0.1 µg sgRNA 8 plasmid 

 0.4 µg of pCas9-GFP 

 0.6 µg of MB template ssODN 

In this round of transfections it was only possible to use iPSC6.2 cells. Once again, 48 hours after 

transfection the cells were collected for FACS. However, this time the FACS was performed with yield 

precision in order to obtain a larger population of sorted cells, although less pure. The results were once 

again poor for the electroporation, with transfection efficiency of only 1.4% for the initial condition and 

an even lower 0.4% for the condition with lower pulse voltage. The survival of electroporated cells was 

also, once again, very low. As for the Lipofection, the results were more positive, but not great, with 

4.8% of transfected cells and with a higher cell survival compared to the electroporated populations. 

The underwhelming efficiencies shown until now prompted us to optimize the transfection methods 

and conditions ourselves. For the Neon® electroporation several different programs were tested out. As 

for the lipofection a new strategy reported by Guo et al.47 that was being tested by a colleague was 
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adopted, which was based on a ROCKi uptake prior to transfection and “cold shocking” the cells 

(see 2.1.8). Additionally, variations on the amount of reagent used and number of transfection rounds 

were also tested. The testing was done by transfecting the Cas9-GFP plasmid (10 µg for each 

electroporation condition and 1 µg for each lipofection condition) into iPSC6.2 cells and each condition 

was tested on two different wells to increase the confidence of the flow cytometry results, which are 

shown in Table 12 and Table 13. 

Table 12 ‒ Flow cytometry average percentages of living and GFP+ cells regarding the optimization of the 
conditions of Neon® electroporation. 

Electroporation pulses Percentages 

Number Duration Voltage Living cells 
Transfection 

efficiency 

2 30 ms 1050 mV 0.7% 3.4% 

2 20 ms 1400 mV 0.2% 0.0% 

3 10 ms 1400 mV 1.0% 0.0% 

1 20 ms 1500 mV 0.5% 0.0% 

Table 13 ‒ Flow cytometry average percentages of living and GFP+ cells regarding the optimization of the 
conditions of Lipofection with Lipofectamine® 3000 reagent. 

 

Conditions of lipofection Percentages 

Lipofectamine® 

3000 reagent 
Nº of rounds Living cells 

Transfection 
efficiency 

S
ta

n
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rd
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ro
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l 
 

1.5 µL / well 1x 35% 11.8% 

3 µL / well 1x 1.2% 13.4% 

1.5 µL / well 2x 40.4% 9.6% 

3 µL / well 2x 4% 15.3% 

N
e
w

 s
tr

a
te

g
y
 1.5 µL / well 1x 12.5% 39.6% 

3 µL / well 1x 11.9% 48.1% 

1.5 µL / well 2x 15% 41.3% 

3 µL / well 2x 9.4% 43.2% 

These results led to the conclusion that using lipofection was a far better option for this particular 

work due to its higher transfection efficiency and higher rates of cell survival, thus electroporation was 

discarded from future experiments. As for the lipofection itself, applying the new strategy showed a 

significant increase in transfection efficiency, while showing a decrease in live cells due to the slowed 

growth of the cells during the “cold shock”. Overall, the new lipofection strategy was considered a 

success and implemented in the final transfections. 
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The final transfections were done using one or two rounds of lipofection, with 1.5 µL of 

Lipofectamine® 3000 per well of a 12-well plate containing 0.2 x 106 cells and applying the new strategy. 

The amount of DNAs used was the same as the first lipofection. This time, we were able to use both 

hiPSC lines. Unfortunately, the FACS settings were not properly applied and so the FACS had to be 

repeated, which strained the cells to much and most did not survive after replating. Nonetheless, a 

couple of isogenic colonies were still obtained and the transfection efficiencies were still good, ranging 

between 13% and 24%. This drop in efficiency from the previous testing was expected since the amount 

of Cas9-GFP used was about half of what was used in those tests due to the restrictions of the method.  

3.5. Analysis of hiPSC clones 

The cells that endured the transfection and sorting were replated in wells of a 6-well plate at 

approximately 6000 cells per well. This low seeding density was to give the single cells enough room to 

generate isolated isogenic colonies that would not contaminate each other during expansion. After 

growing the isogenic colonies to a reasonable size, they were manually picked and transferred to 

individual wells so that the colonies could be freely expanded. The whole process of maintenance and 

expansion of the isogenic colonies from single-cells spanned for about 20 – 25 days. 

From the cells of the iPSC6.2 cell line, a total of 73 colonies were picked, out of which 62 were 

successfully expanded. The cells from the F002.1A.13 cell line only yielded 2 colonies, which were not 

expanded in time for their analysis to be included in this work, since they were obtained from the last 

round of transfections (although afterwards they were successfully expanded by a colleague). 

The analysis of hiPSC colonies was solely based on Sanger sequencing of the genomic region 

surrounding the intended mutation site to check for the presence of the intended NPC1 mutation, or for 

other mutations that might prove to be of interest to the project.  

For the purpose of this analysis, the gDNA from each isogenic colony had to be extracted and the 

region of interest had to be amplified by PCR. The PCR products would be purified, mixed with the 

appropriate primer and sent for sequencing. Table 14 shows the different pairs of primers used for the 

PCR amplification and for sequencing, which were selected from available primers in stock and chosen 

based on the results of quality testing of primer performance in PCR test runs (see Table 1 for the primer 

sequences). The pairs of primers tested were those that would generate an amplicon with a suitable 

size for sequencing (500 – 1200 bp) and that flanked the region of interest. 

Table 14 – Pairs of primers used for PCR amplification of the region of interest of the gDNA from hiPSC colonies, 
with the respective sizes of the generated amplicons, and for the sequencing of those PCR products. 

Pairs of primers Primers for sequencing 
(one per sample) 

Amplicon 
size 

Forward Reverse 

GeneArt Up1 Fw nGex21 Down1 (s) GeneArt Up1 Fw ; Fw5 865 bp 

nGex21 Up1 (s) nGex21 Down1 (s) Fw5 ;  nGex21 Down1 (s) 567 bp 
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The obtained sequences were aligned against the wt sequence of exon 21 of NPC1 of the respective 

cell lines to check for any mismatches that would indicate a mutation. As mentioned before, only cells 

from the second round of transfection survived or were expanded in time to be analyzed, which only 

included cells from the iPSC6.2 cell line. 

Out of all 62 iPSC6.2 clones that were sequenced, only 3 presented mutations in exon 21 of NPC1 

and none of them had incorporated the intended mutation. This low number of gene-edited clones did 

not come as a surprise because these clones came from the expansion of the cells sorted with a yield 

precision, and therefore, with a lower purity of the replated population. Table 15 shows the relevant 

portion of the alignments between the mutated sequences and the wt sequence of iPSC6.2. 

Table 15 ‒ Sequence alignments of the region of interest of the mutated clones (below), sequenced by Sanger 
sequencing using the indicated primer, with the wt sequence of iPSC6.2 (above). The relevant mismatches are 

highlighted in blue and the mutation site for the intended I1061T substitution is highlighted in yellow. 

Sample (ID) Primer Sequence alignment (5’ – 3’) 

Clone 29 
(68BE54) 

Fw 5 

GTGCTGCAGACCTCTGCTGACTTTATTGACGCTCTGAAGAAAGCCCGACT 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ... 

GTGCTGCAGACCTCTGCTGACTTTATTGACGCTCTGAAGAAAGCCCGACT 

 

   T-ATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAGTGCCTACC 

... | ||| || |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

   TTATACCCTGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAGTGCCTACC 

Clone 29 
(68BE77) 

nGex21 
down 1 (s) 

GAAGAAAGCCC-GACTTATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCAT 

||| ||| ||| || |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ... 

GAAAAAAACCCGGATTTATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCAT 

 

TAACGGCAGTGCCTACCGAGTATTTCCTTACAG 

... ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

TAACGGCAGTGCCTACCGAGTATTTCCTTACAG 

 

Clone 29 
(68BE78) 

nGex21 
down 1 (s) 

CGAC-TTATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAGTG 

|||| ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ... 

CGACTTTATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAGTG 

 

CCTACCGAGTATTTCCTTACAG 

... |||||||||||||||||||||| 

CCTACCGAGTATTTCCTTACAG 

Clone 30 
(68BE34) 

nGex21 
down 1 (s) 

GTGCTGCAGACCTCTGCTGACTTTATTGACGCTCTGAAGAAAGCCCGACT 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ... 

GTGCTGCAGACCTCTGCTGACTTTATTGACGCTCTGAAGAAAGCCCGACT 

 

TATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAGTGCCTACC 

... |||| ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

TATACCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAGTGCCTACC 

Clone 45 
(68BE42) 

nGex21 
down 1 (s) 

GTGCTGCAGACCTCTGCTGACTTTATTGACGCTCTGAAGAAAGCCCGACT 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ... 

GTGCTGCAGACCTCTGCTGACTTTATTGACGCTCTGAAGAAAGCCCGACT 

 

TATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAGTGCCTACC 

... ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |||||||| 

TATAGCCAGTAATGTCACCGAAACCATGGGCATTAACGGCAATGCCTACC 
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Clone 29 was sequenced 3 times because, out of the clones that presented mutations in the targeted 

locus, this was the most promising mutant in terms of its effects on gene expression and so it warranted 

further confirmation of the mutation and of its nature. The second sequencing of clone 29 (ID 68BE78) 

was done using a different primer to set aside the possibility for any sequencing errors caused by a 

faulty primer. On the other hand, the third sequencing of this clone (ID 68BE77) was done using a new 

PCR product of the same region to discard the possibility of the mutation being a result of errors in the 

synthesis of the first PCR amplicon. 

After gathering all the results, we evaluated the potential impact of these mutations in terms of protein 

structure and function. Starting off with the consistently verified mutation of clone 29, this was a 

one-nucleotide frameshift mutation caused by an insertion of a T between codons corresponding to 

amino acid positions 1060 and 1061, thus, very close to the intended mutation site. The frameshift 

results in the alteration of the open reading frame (ORF) downstream of the insertion, which leads to a 

premature stop of protein translation due to the appearance of an early stop codon in position 1064. 

Other mismatches can be seen in the sequence around the insertion site, however, they were 

disregarded due to the lack of consensus on those mismatches among the several sequencing results. 

In terms of effects on the cell, this mutation is likely to result in some or total loss of function of the NPC1 

protein, which could prove very useful for future studies of the disease. 

The mutations of clones 30 and 45 were both substitutions. In clone 30, a G was substituted by a C 

very close to the intended mutation site, which results in an amino acid change from an Alanine to a 

Proline (1062). While in clone 45 a G was substituted by an A, which results in an amino acid change 

from a Serine to an Asparagine (1074). The Serine → Asparagine substitution of clone 45 will most likely 

not have a significant effect on protein function, as these two amino acids have similar properties and 

present a high exchangeability value.52,53 On the other hand, the Alanine → Proline substitution in clone 

30 will most likely affect protein conformation, since Proline is a rigid hinge amino acid that forces a tight 

angle shift of the protein chain.52 The consequences of this in protein function will have to be determined 

experimentally, but it will likely be impacted by this mutation. 

Another important aspect of the mutations that we wanted to determine was their zygosity, i.e. 

whether the mutation was present in both alleles or in just one. This was determined by examining the 

chromatogram of each of the sequences, which are shown in Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19. 
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Figure 17 – Section of the chromatogram of the Sanger sequencing of clone 29 (ID 68BE54). 

From the chromatogram in Figure 17 we can conclude that the insertion in the genome of clone 29 

was heterozygous, because despite the peak that corresponds to the inserted T being clear and with a 

height comparable to the previous peaks there is also a second smaller A peak in the same position, 

presumably from unedited chromosomes, which carries on with a one frameshift in reading. Additionally, 

there are other peaks that are unaccounted for by the frameshift, which makes it clear that there were 

two (or more) DNA samples present that diverged in terms of sequence at that point. Those interfering 

DNA samples came from chromosomes with different mutations either from clone 29 itself or from 

another clone that contaminated the isogenic colony.  

The heterozygosity and presence of DNA contamination are both reinforced by the chromatograms 

from the other two sequencings of this clone as they also show double reading consistent with the frame 

difference between edited and unedited chromosomes, while also showing some other mutations that 

do not fit. These chromatograms are shown in Appendix 6.1. 

 

Figure 18 – Section of the chromatogram of the Sanger sequencing of clone 30. 
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The chromatogram in Figure 18 tells us that the substitution that happened in clone 30 is 

heterozygous, as we can clearly see two peaks with approximately the same height in the mutation site, 

one corresponding to the C from the mutated chromosomes and another corresponding to the G from 

the chromosomes that were not mutated. Additionally, other smaller, yet visible, overlapping peaks 

across the chromatogram suggest DNA contamination from other colonies. 

 

Figure 19 ‒ Section of the chromatogram of the Sanger sequencing of clone 45. 

Following the same reasoning, the chromatogram in Figure 19 tells us that the substitution that 

happened in clone 45 is heterozygous, as we can clearly see more than one peak in the mutation site 

with comparable heights. Besides the A from the mutated chromosomes, there is a G peak 

corresponding to the chromosomes that were not mutated and even a smaller T peak, most likely from 

DNA contamination by another clone. Once again, small overlapping peaks across the 

chromatogramalso suggest DNA contamination from other colonies. 
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4. Conclusions 

4.1. Contributions and recommendations 

During this work, the design of the strategy for introducing the I1061T mutation in exon 21 of NPC1 

was made, as well as the optimization of the transfection conditions for the two methods used. The 

implementation of the gene-editing strategy, which included the culture, transfection and sorting of the 

cells, culminated in the successful expansion of 62 isogenic colonies, of which 3 contained mutations in 

the targeted locus. 

Overall, this research work laid the groundwork for future studies of NPC disease through 

CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing. Firstly, by having designed the sgRNAs and respective HDR templates to 

introduce the I1061T mutation, which is one of the most common disease-causing mutations in NPC1; 

and secondly, by having tested the efficiency of said sgRNAs, which turned out positive for all those that 

were tested. 

In regard to the CORRECT framework adopted during this work, its application was deemed feasible 

for this particular gene-editing in terms of sgRNA and HDR template designs. The impact of introducing 

PAM-blocking mutations along with the intended mutation was carefully studied, both in terms of 

changes in coding and in splicing events. This resulted in a final HDR template that, if incorporated 

correctly, introduces the I1061T mutation along with two silent PAM-blocking mutations with no predicted 

effects on splicing. 

The results of the optimization of Neon® electroporation and lipofection conditions for transfection of 

the iPSC6.2 cell line will also prove useful in future work that utilizes this cell line for transfection. The 

testing with the Cas9-GFP plasmid showed that Neon® electroporation was not a viable option for 

transfection for this cell line, while lipofection achieved good transfection efficiencies overall and showed 

the highest efficiencies when the cells were “cold shocked”, by incubation at 32 °C during the 48h 

transfection period. As an alternative for transfection of hiPSCs, which are considered hard to transfect, 

we recommend testing tube electroporation as it appears to be a promising technique with high levels 

of HDR efficiency reported in hiPSCs and other cell types.54 

Because we were not able to generate any isogenic clone that had undergone a successful 

incorporation of the HDR template, we cannot comment on the effects that this would have had in 

reducing re-edits of the same locus by the CRISPR/Cas9 system. However, we are positive that the 

correct introduction of the PAM-blocking mutations would have been successful in preventing those 

events. 

Also, due to the limited time frame attributed to the experimental work, the number of isogenic hiPSC 

colonies that were successfully picked and expanded was too low to allow any significant conclusions 

to be drawn in regard to the success of the gene-editing and the accuracy of HDR. However, we 

recommend that other strategies be employed, if available, to increase the frequency of HDR, namely 
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cell cycle manipulations and the use of reagents in culture to inhibit NHEJ. Moreover, the design of the 

HDR template should be reviewed in light of other evidence that shows that using an asymmetric 

template homologous to the non-targeted strand also increases HDR efficiency.38  

On the other hand, all the mutations that we verified were indels caused by NHEJ, but the number 

of mutant clones was still lower than expected when compared to the total number of clones that were 

expanded from the first round of gene-editing (only 3 mutant clones out of the 62 expanded clones). 

However, we firmly believe this to be a result of the low purification of the transfected cells by FACS and 

not of the low efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 editing or of the NHEJ itself. From this experience, we 

conclude that it is essential that the FACS be performed with the highest level of purity to maximize the 

percentage of mutated clones among the sorted cells and also to minimize contamination of the colonies 

in expansion. 

Finally, we still managed to obtain 3 NPC1 mutants with the iPSC6.2 cell line, with particular 

emphasis on clone 29, which presents a promising mutation that most likely leads to the silencing of 

NPC1 or at the very least a reduction in correct NPC1 expression in those cells. Also, due to the 

improved transfection conditions and high purity FACS used for the second round of gene-editing, we 

are confident that the two F002.1A.13 hiPSC clones that were already successfully expanded will have 

NPC1 mutations. 

4.2. Challenges and future prospects 

We hope that future projects in search of reliable human disease models for NPC disease take 

advantage of the work and results presented here. Not only by using our designs for sgRNA and HDR 

templates, but also by taking into account the recommendations made based on the work done 

throughout this project. 

It is still necessary to sequence specific locus of the gDNA of the mutant iPSC6.2 clones to rule out 

the most likely off-target mutations that may have occurred. This is particularly important for clone 29, 

which showed potential as an NPC1 knockout. Alternatively, full genome sequencing would provide a 

more conclusive result as it would find all off-target mutations if there are any. 

Additionally, teratoma assay should also be performed on the mutant hiPSCs, as well as an analysis 

of the expression of pluripotency markers, to confirm that these cells have retained their stemness 

throughout all the procedures they endured. 

Before that, however, we believe it would be wise to pick and expand new isogenic colonies from the 

hiPSCs of clone 29 in an effort to enrich the population exclusively with cells that contain the frameshift 

in NPC1. This comes from the analysis of the chromatograms for this clone, which suggested that there 

was contamination of the isogenic colony by hiPSCs from other mutated clones during their expansion. 

Once it has been confirmed that there are no impactful off-target mutations, a Western-blotting 

analysis should be performed on the contents of the hiPSCs expanded from all NPC1 mutant clones to 

study the changes in NPC1 expression and to confirm or debunk that clone 29 is an NPC1 knockout. 
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From there, if proven relevant, these NPC1 mutant hiPSCs can be differentiated, alongside the wt 

hiPSCs of the corresponding cell lines for control, into any relevant cell types. For example, a promising 

and pertinent effort would be to differentiate these cells into cerebellar organoids, using the protocol 

developed in our lab, to analyze phenotypic abnormalities and shed new light on the functions of NPC1 

and, by association, on the mechanisms of NPC disease responsible for neurodegeneration. 

Regarding the CRISPR/Cas9 system, despite its versatility and practicality as a gene-editing tool, it 

is not without its limitations. Specifically, the issue of possible off-target mutations and the low efficiency 

of HDR for precise gene-editing in some cell lines. Currently, some Cas9 variants have been engineered 

to improve on these limitations, including high fidelity variants, with decreased unspecific DNA 

interactions55,56 and Cas9 nickases, which can be coupled in a dual system to generate overhanging 

DSBs to improve specificity.57 

Another promising alternative is the use of single-base editors, which repurpose the CRIPSR/Cas9 

complex to introduce specific single-base substitutions without DNA cleavage, eliminating the issue of 

random mutations caused by NHEJ.58 The recent development of a T→C single-base editor opens up 

the possibility of introducing the I1061T mutation with high efficiency and without introducing DSBs.59 

However, the main setback is the limitation of locus that can be targeted by the system, which might not 

be compatible with the intended substitution.  

During the development of this project, we were faced with several setbacks, including the low 

efficiency of transfection initially obtained and the suboptimal FACS settings. Nevertheless, dealing with 

them and reporting our experiences and what we learned from it will hopefully be used as reference to 

the betterment of future research projects that opt to follow a similar methodology. As a whole, the results 

achieved throughout this project drove forward the research efforts that are being made towards the 

generation of reliable human disease models for NPC, putting us a few steps closer to reaching a more 

comprehensive understanding of the disease and, therefore, to the development of novel diagnostic 

methods and therapeutic strategies to mitigate or even cure this disease.  
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6. Appendixes 

6.1. Additional chromatograms of clone 29 

 

 

Figure 20 ‒ Section of the chromatogram of the Sanger sequencing of clone 29 (ID 68BE77). 

 

 

Figure 21 ‒ Section of the chromatogram of the Sanger sequencing of clone 29 (ID 68BE78). 

 


